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I. INTRODUCTION 
A comprehensive lunar exploration program should naturally proceed 
from the present efforts concentrated on the earth side to landings on the 
• far side of the moon. Because the far side is never visible from the earth, 
communications with a lunar far side terminal from earth (or a point on the 
near side of the moon) will involve some form of intermediate relay. The 
requirements for such a relay are already apparent in the current Apollo 
missions since the orbiting CSM and LM experience a loss of communications 
when passing behind the moon. This restriction of communications is serious 
because of critical operations (such as SPS ignition for insertion on the 
return to earth trajectory) which occur behind the moon. Real time commun-
I ications to the lunar far side become a prerequisite for far side landings 
and exploration. It should be noted, however, that at present, there are 
no firm plans for such a far side mission. 
1. ST'JDY PLAN 
The overall study plan is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. 
following a brief requirements survey, the study program encompassed 
four tasks: 
(1) Satellite coverage and visibility analysis 
(2) Communication system parametric analysis 
(3) Trajectory and vehicle considerations 
(4) Survey of applicable technology 
The communications system parametric analysis 1s based upon a mathematical 
model of & satellite communications system. Requirements for relay satellite 
system parameters such as effective radiated power, noise, temp~rature, etc., 
are investigated for two systems: 
(1) Current Apollo systems 
(2) Improved Apo 110 sys terns 
The types of lunar relay systems which have been 1 'ives~1gated are the cur-
rent Apollo system, and a modified systeIA in whitt. the lunar te .... inal is 
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similar to the Apollo ~vstem. and the earth to lunar relay satellite link 
is an X-band system. 
Trajectory and vehicle considerations include performance, trajecto~~ 
and guidance analysis which includes the following items: 
(l) 6V requirements for entering selected lunar orbits 
(2) Payload capabilities of candidate launch vehicles 
(3) Perturbative effects on selected ·lunar orbits 
(4) Orbit stabilization and phase control 
The survey of applicable communications satellite technology is directed 
toward an assessment of the current state-of-the-art in major system 
i terns suc~, as antenna design. and RF power capabi 1 i ties. The survey 
• 
to dat~ .. as been on antenna design 9 RF power generati on, and low noi se 
receivers. 
As part of a continuing study, the results of these analyses should be 
integrated into a definitive statemellt of system requirements for a lunar 
communications satellite system. These requirements, based upon firm 
supporting analyses, would be the point of departure for a preliminary 
design of a lunar communications satellite. 
2. COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
It is instructive to briefly examine the communications requirements 
for the current Apollo missions and to estimate projected communications 
requirements for possible future lunar exploration. A summary of these 
requirements is shown in Table 1. Note that only the first two entries on 
Apollo G-H missions and Apollo J missions are firm requirements at the 
present. The remaining entries are the authors' projections. As shown in 
the table, it is expected that initidl far side Apollo missions would closely 
1-3 
parallel the near side activities currently planned. Initi"al far side 
exploration would then ,'equire cOrmlunications relay to earth from single 
lunar surface terminals (LM, rovers) whose location and surface activity 
tin~ would be known well in advance of the mission. As will be discussed 
later, knowledge of mission time and landing site have substantial impact 
on relay communication system design. 
Beyond Apollo type missions, one might expect future lunar surface 
• explorations to involve the establishment of a near side lunar base, followed 
by a system of near side bases. This in turn might be followed by an initial 
far side base and possibly a system of far side bases. Wide ranging surface 
exploration from this base Ot' systeJll of bases might include long range EVA 
using large mobile surface laboratory vehicles. Finally, a lunar orbiting 
space station/base might be established. 
This brief discussion has thus indicated that the goal of any lunar 
communications system should be coverage of the entire lunar sphere all the 
time. Transmission requirements start with those of the current Apollo 
system and proceed to those associated with comprehensive systems of bases 
and orbiting stations. One might expect these latter requirements to be 
similar to those projected for earth orbiting space bases, i.e •• multiple 
two-way TV channels, high data rate telemetry channe.ls. multiple channel 
EVA communications, etc. 
While the long term goals are complete and continuous coverage, the 
time phasing of the operational requirements is such that the establishment 
of a lunar far side relay cOrmlunications system may be phased in concert 
with developing requirements. It is important to note that the communica-
tions relay systems required to support initial Apollo missions would be 
substantially less complicated than the full coverage system. 
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Table 1. Communications Summar,y for Lunar Exploration 
Conrnunications 
Phase of Lunar Surface Requirements 
Exploration Stay Activities Possible Possible Time 
.. Modes Links 
* Current Apollo Missions up to Limited EVA within 1500 USB-voice LM-CSM (G-H ~pe missions) 35 hrs ft. of LM - duration 2 
hrs. 40 mi nutes 
* Apollo Earth-side Lunar up to Expanded walking EVA USB-voice Lr-'-CSM 
Exploration Missions 78 hrs within 1·2 KM of LM for USB-data lM-EVA 
(J-~pe missions) 3 hrs. 40 minutes USB-TV lM-.earth 
Mobile EVA within 5 KM USB-ranging CSr4-earth 
of LM using rOver VHF-voice Rover-CSM 
. VHF-data Rover-lM 
VHF- rangi ng Rover-earth 
Rover-EVA 
Inttial Far Side Apollo Short Ltmited EVA similar USB-voice lM-CSM 
Mfss10ns similar to G-H missions USB-data LM-EVA 
to G-H USB-TV LM-earth 
missions USB-ranging CSM-earth 
VHF-voice 
VHF-data 
VHF- rangi ng 
Apollo Far Side Lunar Similar Expanded ~VA similar USB-voice LM-CSM 
Exploration '!fsstons to J- to J-type missions USB-data LM-EVA 
type USB-TV lM-earth 
missions USB-ranging CSM-earth 
VHF-voice Rover-CSM 
VHF-data Rover-LM 
• VHF-ranging Rover-earth 
Rover-EVA 
* . Reference: "Program and Mission Definition Apollo Lunar Exploration" NASA/MSC Report 
No. SP0-9P-052 August 15, 1969. 
• 
Remarks 
See mission time 
line. 
See mission time 
11ne 
I 
! 
I 
No far side 
missions planned 
before 1975 at 
present . 
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Tabl~ 1. COIIIIIInicat10ns Sumary f<.ir Lunar Exploration - Continued 
-• 
.". 
Phase of lunar 
bploration 
Initial Lunar Base 
S,S ten of Lunar 
Bases 
Lunar Orbiting 
Space Station 
- .... ~ 
---
Surface 
Stay Actfvities 
Time 
Indef- Comprehensive surface 
inite science and exploration. 
Long duration EVA usfng 
1 arge surface rovers. 
Indef- Multfple sites for com-
inite prehensfve surface 
sciente and exploratfon. 
Sfmilar activi~ to earth 
orbiting space statfon 
-- _._ ... __ ._ .... - .... ~ .. -
COlIIJIUnicatfons 
Requi rements Remarks 
Possible .Possible 
Modes. Links. 
Voice Base-orbf ters Post 1975 
Data Base-EVA 
TV Base-rovers 
Rangfng Orbi ters-earth 
Voice Base-orbi ters Post 1975 
Data Base-EVA 
TV Base-rovers 
Ranging Base-earth 
Inter-base links 
Voice Statt on-earth Post 1980 
Data Station-orbiters 
TV Statfon-lunar 
Ranging Station-surface 
Station-termfnals 
Station-EVA 
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3. METHODS FOR LUNAR FAR SIDE COMMUNICATIONS RELAY 
There are a variety of possible methods for relay comm~nications 
from the far side of the moon. These possibilities are briefly summarized 
in the discussions below. 
, 
One approach is that of providing a lunar surface link from a far 
side terminal to a near side terminal with subsequent relay to an earth 
station. The surface mode of transmission could be one or a combination of 
the following techniques: 
(1) Lunar surface point-to-point relay 
a. Microwave 
b. VHF or UHF radio relay 
(2) Surface wave transmission (generally limited to frequen-
cies below the high frequency region. of , the spectrum) 
While attractive for special applications, the relay mode is primarily 
limited by the difficulty and expense of establishing a sufficiently exten-
sive n~twork to provide area coverage for the lunar far side. The surface 
wave transmission mode can provide area coverage, but because of the fre-
quency limitation can provide limited information bandwidth. This mode is, 
however, very attractive for backup communications. and is also attractive 
for specific applications where wide bandwidth is not a primary consideration. 
For example, far side experiment packages with low data rates might use this 
mode for relaying scientific information to a near side terminal with subse-
quent relay to an earth station. 
Lunar communications satellites provide the most direct method of 
complete area coverage for the lunar sphere. There are basically three 
configurations for such satellites 
a. Lunar orbiting satellites 
b. Libration point satel'lite at position LZ 
c. A "Hummingbird" lunar synchronQus satellite 
1-7 
There is no stable synchrcnous orbit for the moon due to the effect of the 411 
earth's potential. A luflCl.t' synchronous orbit would be possible in principle 
using continuous propulsion on-board the satellite. This concept has been 
investigated by GSFC (Referpnce 3-1). 
It shculd be noted, also, that passive or active relay satellites 
are possible in this application. Terminal effective radiated power limita-
tions are such that only active relay satellites re~resent practical possibi-
lities. Coverage and ~i~ibility cbs€rvations developed in this report, 
however, apply to both active and passive satellites. 
This report specifically ccnsiders the coverage and visibility factors 
for a luna}' orbiting system of cOrJl!lunications satellites. Since the c:haracter-
. . istics on the l2 libratirll point are well documer,tE'd, (Reference 3-2) no 
specific attention has been devoted to the coverage and visibility analysis 
for this type of satellite. 
It should also be noted that only circular orbits are considered. 
Other orbits such as a highly elliptical earth orbit which has an apogee 
behind the moon could be considered in further studies. 
\ 
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II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This report addresses itself to an analysis of orbiting"lunar relay 
satellites. Since full coverage of the luna~ far-side surface is not pos-
sible from an equatorial orbit, a system of polar orbiting relay satellites 
is proposed. For continuous coverage of the entire lunar sphere, the minimum 
network of relay satellites is composed of three sets of three orbiting satel-
lites, equally spaced in circular orbits. For orbit plane separations of 
sixty degrees; brbit altitudes of approximately 6000 statute miles will pro-
vide lunar grazing angles of. 5 degrees. 
Since the most attractive possibility for partial coverage is a 
network of three equally spaced satellites in circular polar orb~t, 
it is proposed that such a system be established as an interim step in 
providing full coverage with the nine satellite system. It can be shown 
that such an orbit may be positioned to provide continuous coverage for a 
specific mission whose.landing site and mission time are known during 
substantial fractions of a lunar cycle. 
A review of Part IV indicates that off-the-shelf boosters possess 
the capability of delivering up to 6400 pounds to lunar orbit. It 
would thus appear to be within reason to postulate that three lunar relay 
satellites could be orbited using a single booster. It also appears 
reasonable that the approximately 2000 pounds available for each satellite 
should be enough to provide for the on-board propulsion required for 
initial phasing control and for station keeping to cancel the perturbation 
effects for a lifetime of several years. It is. obvious that further study 
will be necessary to determine the actual feas1bi11ty of any satellite 
system, depending upon the weight and complexity of the system chosen. 
Assuming a lunar relay satellite system with separate antennas for 
the MSFN-satellite link and for the satellite-lunar vehicle link, analysis 
of the required effective radiated power (ERP) and receive antenna gains 
for a 3 satellite system is presented in Part V • 
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Figures 30 and 31 of Part V are consolid~~: )'10ts showin~ a 
wide range of combinations of l"nar relay satel''::;; ~ffective receive gain 
and effective radiated power (ERP) which will prJ~~~ the required signal 
to noise ratio at the terminal receiver (lunar Vi:, .... ·i-:y vehicle or MSFN). 
Table 2 in Part V lists the minimum satellite ~~~ lnd receive gain 
shown in Figures 30 and 31 as well. as those r~? .. · '~t1 for a back-up 
baseband voice system and system using a VHF linr .c'-1m the lunar terminal 
to the satellite. The satellite minimum require~ '~~iver gain varies from 
approximately -33 dB for the uplink (HSFN to sat~" :~, modified system) to 
+40 dB for the downlink (lunar vehicle to satelli~~ ~pollo system); while 
the minimum required ERP varies from +20 dbm for ~,.,s; ~ownl ink (satellite 
to MSFN, Apollo system with the VHF back-up link ~,~~ lunar terminal to 
satellite) to +84 dbm for the uplink (satellite t~ .• nar terminal with 
omni antenna, Apollo system). 
Selecting two of the allowable receive gain - !).~ combinations, two. 
examples of antenna gains and transmitted powers ~r~ provided - one for 
the Apollo system and one for a modified Apollo sl:~Am (where the MSFN-
sa te 11 i te 1 ink is X-Band). Us i ng parabo 1 i c antenr~~ J the example for the 
modified system provides the antenna specificaticr:: ~hown in Table 3. 
Table '3 shows that a relay satellite with the rr:;;~~nable parameters of 
an S-Band transmitter of 10 watts and S-Band antenr" approximately 13 
feet in diameter; together with an X-Band transmittf;r of one watt and an 
antenna of approximately 4 feet in diameter will pr~/ide the required 
margins for omni-narrowband system which is the wo,~t case requirement. 
Appendix A lists the ground rules and paramet~(~ used to establish 
the required antenna gains and ERP for lunar relay ~atellites. 
Appendix B is a brief summary of applicable PF technology available 
for lunar relay satellites. Antenna gains up to 44 dB at S-Band and 
55 dB at X-Band appear to be the present state-Of-the-art. RF power". 
generators of apprOXimately 20 watts are available 4t S-Band and X-Band, 
while receiver noise figures are in the 2 to 2.5 dB range .• 
• 
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III. 'COVERAGE AND VISIBILITY ANALYSIS FOR SATELLITE RELAY SYSTEMS 
The use of lunar orbiting communications satellite offers an attrac-
tive solution to the problem of lunar far side communications. The technology 
of communications relay by satellite is well advanced through the current 
efforts in terrestrial applications. Relay of communications from spacecraft 
to ground terminals is being actively explored through the planned ATS-F and 
ATS-G experiments and the initial work on geosynchronous tracking and data 
relay satellites (TORS). 
1. COVERAGE OF THE LUNAR SURFACE 
The basic problem in the design of a satellite communications network 
is that of providing adequate coverage. The most optimistic goal would be a 
system where any lunar surface terminal or any vehicle in lunar orbit could 
communicate with earth at any time. Due to the evolutionary nature of the 
lunar exploration program as it is currently defined or projected, it may 
neither be practical or desirable to attempt to achieve this goal with the 
initial efforts in providing lunar far side communications relay. For initial 
Apollo-type far side missions. it will only be necessa~ to provide coverage 
during short periods of a few days at infrequent intervals. 
A second factor of interest is the desirability of eliminating require-
ments for satellite-to-satellite relay. This factor has a substantial impact 
upon the design of a communications satellite system. For example, if the 
line of sight path from earth to the communications satellite visible from 
the lunar far side terminal is occulted by the moon, then there is no possi-
bility of direct relay to earth, and a second relay link through a satellite 
would be required. This satellite-to-satellite relay mode imposes severe 
requirements upon the cORl1Imications systelh. ThE! studies described in this 
report will assume that no satellite-to-satellite relay is to be provided. 
1.1 Choice of Orbit for the Communications Satellite Network 
It is impossible to cover all points on the lunar sphere simultaneously 
from satellites in a single orbital plane. The degree of coverage varies 
• with the altitude of the satellite orbit, the number of satellites and the 
miniroom elevation of the satellite above the -horizon viewed from the lunar 
surface at acquisition. For example, if a lunar equatorial orbit is utilized 
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then the polar regions will never be covered. An inclined orbit will allow 
coverage of all pOints on the lunar surface, but not simultaneously. A 
system of polar orbits is probably the most promising candidate fot realiz-
ing the long tenm goal of 100% coverage of the luna: surface 100% of the 
time. An equatorial orbit may be most effective, however, if all Apollo 
missions operate over a region confined to latitudes of. say. ! 400 of the 
• lunar equator. In sumr,iary. the choice of orbit rests upon projected oper-
ational require:ents. Subsequent discussion on the orbital configuration 
( of candidate communication satellite systems will be directed toward three 
objectives: 
(1) A single system of equatorial satellites oriented toward 
support of current Apollo missions. 
(2) A system of polar orbiting satellites oriented toward the 
long term goal of 100% coverage for any time. 
(3) A system for partial coverage to support Apollo or other 
specific missions. 
2. BASIC COVERAGE CONSIDERATIONS 
Consider the geometry illustrated in Figure 2. A system of N 
satellites is to be positioned in circular orbit about the moon to provide 
communications between pOints on earth and terminals on the lunar surface 
as well as vehicles in orbit around the moon. In order to provide continu-
ous communications with lunar tenminals. some overlap in coverage must be 
provided in the orbitdl plane of the communications satellites. It is 
convenient to measure this overlap in terms of the selenocentric angle 
a as shown in Figure 2. The third parameter of interest is the elevation 
angle at acquisition!. t. This is the angle above the horizon viewed from 
the lunar terminal at which the acquisition of a signal from the communica-
tions satellite could first be accomplished. Ther~ are therefore, three 
independent quantities which detenmine the altitude of the circular orbits 
of the communications satellite network 
,(1) Number of satellites, N. 
(2) Selenocentric angle ~f overlap a, for coverage 1n the orbital 
plane 
(3) Elevation angle at acquisition E. 
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Referring to the simplified diagram of Figure 2 • the law of sines 
may be applied to obtain 
sin (r + t) sin e 
RM+h a'\, (1) 
where: 
~ • radius of moon 
h • altitude of communications satellite above the lunar 
surface 
~x • communications distance at acquisition 
The angle e may be expressed in terms of the other angles as follows 
It is easily shown from (1) that the satellite altitude is given 
by 
h ~ It. _ (cos E - sin e) 
"1'1 sin e 
The maximum communications distances will be 
DERIVATION OF EXTENT OF MUTUAl VISIBILITY ZONES 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The requirement of continuous communications dictates that a period 
of mutual visibility must be provided for two communications satellites 
and the lunar tenminal. Specification of a selenocentric angle of overlap 
for coverage in the orbital pllne of co.munications satellites meets this 
requirement. It is of interest to dete""ine the extent of this mutual 
vis~bility region. The mutual visibility regions for adjacent satellites is 
illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 illustrates the orientation of the 
intersection of the cone representing the satellite coverage sector and the 
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lunar sphere. Referring to these diagrams it may be seen that the radius 
R is related to the lunar radius by 
(5) 
where: 
RM = lunar radius 
N = number of satellites (N~) 
Q = selenocentric angle of overlap for coverage sectors in 
orbital plane of satellites. • 
If the center line of the right circular coverage cone is taken as reference, 
then the angular coordinates (t, ~) define the intersection of the. coverage 
cone with the lunar sphere. For example, if an equatorial system of commun-
ications satellites is being considered, then t will be the longitudinal 
coordinate from the centet~line of the coverage cone, while ~ will be the 
latitudinal coordinate for the intersection. These coordinates for every 
point on the intersection are conveniently expressed in terms of the angle 
e shown 1n Figure 4. It ~ be seen that 
and, 
V = R sin e 
H = R cos e 
Rl = ~ cos F; 
H 
s1n t • R1 
V 
s1n t = 'M 
Using (6) - (7) the angles t and t may be detenn1ned to be 
t I: S 1 n -1 t sf n (R- + r) S 1 n e I 
( If +Q) 
. T • S 1 n -1 '" S 1 n or- r~ cos e I 
cos t . 
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Of particular interest is the angle t at which the coverage zones intersect 
since this is the maximum extent of the mutual visibility zone. Figure 
5 illustrates the geometry to be considered in determining this angle. The 
orbital plane of the satellites in Figure 5 is the plane of the paper. Figure 
6 is a vertical cut in the plane of OV shown in Figure 5. From triangle OXR 
it is·seen that 
. OR = RM cos (t- + r) (9) 
while from triangle OVR. it may be detennine.d that 
OV = OR sec t- (10) 
and 
OV = ~ cos (N- + r) sec N- (11) 
The central angle for the point of intersection is then 
_ -1 I (1t' + a ) 11 t t;ntersection - cos cos N r sec rl (12) 
The extent of the mutual visibility region in fact determines the 
effective coverage limits for a system of equally spaced coplanar satellites. 
Figure 7 illustrates these toverage limits. Note that there a"re two 
() regions where there is no continuous conmunications coverage. The extent 
of these regions is determined by interdependent quantities such as the 
altitude of the relay satellite network, number Of satellites, and requ~red 
elevation angle at acquisition. Figures 8 and 9 illustrates the dependence of 
the se1enocentric angle subtended by the coverage region for systems of 
three, five, and six satellites upon the selenocentric an91e of coverage 
overlap in the orbital plane of the satellites. 
The impact of this coverage 1inrltation is obvious for an equatorial 
system of lunar communications rel~ satellites. As will be discussed 
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, in a subsequent section of this report, this 'factor also 1r~oses a require-
ment for three non-coplanar sets of polar orbiting satellites if continuous 
coverage of the entire lunar surface is to be achieved. 
c) 
Figures 10 - 14 illustrate the dependence of satellite altitude and surface 
coverage for selected systems • 
• 
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4. AN EQUATORIAL SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
An equatorial system of satellites for lunar far side relay applica-
tions is limited by two factors: 
(1) Each of the communications satellites is occulted by the 
• moon during each orbital period. 
(2) Coverage of extreme polar regions of the moon is impossible . 
The first of these limitations may be overcome by providing a suffi-
cient number of satellites properly p~ased in equatorial orbit. The second 
limitation is impossible to counter using only satellites in lunar equatorial 
orbit. 
To further illustrate this first observation, consider the diagram 
of Figure 15. An equatorial system of five satellites is shown, and this 
system is arranged to provide uninterrupted service for a point on the lunar 
far side located in the plane of the orbit of the satellite network. This 
uninterrupted service is possible because of the complete overlap in coverage 
between adjacent satellites in the system. 
For example, if the lunar far side surface terminal is located at 
point T. and the earth-moon orientation is as shown on the diagram of 
Figure 15, then satellite 1 will not be visible from earth. Satellite 5 
will be passing out of view of the surface terminal while satellite 2 is 
just coming into view. Relay may thus be accomplished using 2 until 1 
emerges from the occultation zone. 
Note that uninterrupted service is possible only ~or points in the 
orbital plane. In order to provide this service to pOints out of plane, 
more than the indicated amount of overlap would be required. Note also 
that five satellites is the minimum number for uninterrupted service in-
the orbital plane since four or less cannot be arranged so as to provide 
complete overlap in plane. 
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5. A POLAR SYSTEM OF LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
An equatorial system of lunar communications satellites cannot pro-
vide coverage for the lunar polar regions. This limitation may be directly 
overcome by utilizing systems of polar orbiting satellites. There are some 
special coverage requirements caused by the fact that the moon may occult 
the line-of-sight path between the active satellite and an earth station for 
certain fractions of lunar cycle. This occultation is illustrated graph-
ically in Figure 16 • where for simplicity. two orthogonal polar orbits 
(- \are shown for the communications satellites. In the neighborhood of posi-
. tions A and C. satellites in polar plar,les 1-" will be occulted by' the 
moon, while in the. neighborhood of positions Band D. satellites in orbital 
plane 2-2' will be occulted. 
As in the case for an equatorial system of satellites, it is possible' 
to overcome this occultation problem by using five or more equispaced 
satellites in each orbital plane. For orthogonal orbits. a minimum of ten 
satellites would be required for continuous coverage of the entire lunar 
sphere. 
If three orbital planes are established, it would be possible to con-
tinuously cover the lunar surface with a total of nine satellites with three 
equispaced satellites in each plane, The angular separation between orbital 
planes is clearly a function of the width of the coverage sector for each 
set of coplanar communications satellites. If the selenocentric angle from 
the orbital plane to the limit of mutual visibility (i.e •• the crossover 
point for adjacent coverage zones) is ~ax (see Equation 12). then the 
~)reqUir~d plane separation between the orbits is giVe~ by 
8plane = 2 (t- - ~x) • (13) 
separation 
i If. the .coverage sector is!. 75 degrees on ei ther side of the orbi ta 1 plane. 
then a plane separation of 30 degrees is necessary. Three satellites equ-
ally spaced in an orbit of approximately 7200 statute miles altitude (z~ro 
degrees grazing angle) will provide this coverage. If a grazing angle at 
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a~quisition of five degrees is required, the altitude for a three satellite 
configuration increases to approximately 23.600 statute miles. As previously 
noted, these very high orbits should be avoided if long orbital lifetimes are 
to be achieved. Equally spaced orbital planes would be separated by sixty 
degrees which corresponds to a coverage sector width of·~ 60 degrees from 
the orbital plane of one set of three coplanar satellites. For an acquisi-
tion grazing angle of zero degrees, the required satellite altitude is 
approximately 3300 statute miles, increasing to approximately 6000 statute 
miles for a grazing angle of five degrees. Note that sixty degrees is the 
maximum orbital plane separation for a three orbit system. 
As shown in Figure 16 t it is possible to establish lunar polar 
orbits such that every point in the orbit is visible from any point on earth 
for large fractions of a lunar cycle. Consider the diagram of Figure 17 
which further illustrates the geometry of the lunar communications relay 
problems. The line 1-" is the edge of a lunar polar orbit. Note that 
in lunar position A, satellites in oribt 1-" would be occulted when passing 
behind the moon. In lunar position B, all points in oribt 1-1 would just 
be visible from any point on earth. It is of interest to determine for what 
fraction of a lunar cycle a polar orbit would be completely visible. If 
a, S, e are" as labeled in Figure 17, and RM is the radius of the moon, 
RE is the radius of the earth, dM is the'distance from the earth to the 
moon, and h is the altitude of the satellite, then i';: is 'clear that 
( 14) 
() 
The angle e is then the sum (S+ a) and is written as 
e .. s1n-
1 I liM ~ hI +s1n-1 t\: IlII ( 15) 
The fraction of a lunar cycle during which all points in orbit 1-1' will 
not be visible from any point on the earth ,is 
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(16) 
Noting that the geometry of Figure 17 would be repeated when the moon 
passes to a point diametrically opposite the position illustrated. 
Note also that this visibility factor is strongly dependent upon 
the altitude of the orbit. Figure 18 illustrates the visibility time 
as a function of satellite altitude. 
6. POSSIBILITIES FOR PARTIAL COVERAGE 
~ ) The preceding discussions on equatorial and polar orbiting systems 
of lunar communications satellites has "emphasized continuous coverage of 
the complete lunar sphere. While this complete coverage would be a firm long 
term requirement for comprehensive 'lunar exploration, the current pace of 
Apollo missions would allow the establishment of systems for partial coverage. 
From an economic pOint of view, it would be desirable to initially 
establish the minimum number of relay satellites which could support the pro-
jected Apollo G, H, and J type missions. The basic characteristics of these 
missions are summarized in Table 1 (pp 1-5 and 1-6). 
The fundan~ntal problem is thus to provide communications during the 
lunar orbit and surface stay phases of an Apollo mission. Other longer term 
relay requirements resulting from Apollo missions might include relay of 
scientific data from surface experiment packages left on the 1un~r surface. 
The simplest situation one might consider is that of a single satellite 
which would be positioned to be mutually visible from earth and lunar stations 
during the mission. Tale absolute minimum coverage acceptable would be from 
<: 2he initiation of the lunar descent phase until insertion of the LM on the 
ascent trajectory. As indicated in Table 1 , this phase would be substan-
tially in excess of 35 hours, the surface stay time for G - H type missions. 
For Apollo ", the period between the undocking maneuver prior to LM descent 
and the docking after LM ascent was approximately 28 hours, of which lunar 
surface stay accounted for approximately 22 hours. This surface stay increases 
to about 78 hours for J type missions. Thus, if a lunar far side explora-
tion mission were based on G - H type missions, the single commun1cations 
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relay satellite must be mutually visible by earth LM and CSM for approxi-
mately 40 hours. this figure increasing to about 82 hours if J type mission 
were undertaken. 
Consider the situation illustrated schematically .in Figure 19 
Simplifying assumptions are 
(1) Lunar rotation is negligible during satellite passage from 
acquisition to loss of communications (i.e. from horizon to 
horizon). 
(2) Surface terminal is in plane of orbit. 
(3) Orbit is polar and positioned so as to be visible from earth. 
durtng mission time. 
It is clear from the diagram that the total time when relay rornmunica-
tions will be possible will be given by 
e 
T II: 2~a T (11) . 
where eca is the,control angle traversed by the relay satellite as it moves 
: from horizon to horizon. and T is the orbital period of the satellite. Using 
the laws of sines. eca may be found to be 
2 2 • -1 f RM l (18) e ca •• - E - S 1 n I RI\ + h cos " 
where h is the satellite altitude. ~ is the lunar radius, and E is the ele-
vation of the satellite above the lunar horizon at acquisition. 
( \ Fi gure lO ill us trates the graph of orbi ta 1 peri od i n hou~ versus -~atellite altitude and shows on the same plot the vis'ibll1ty time for a 
single satellite. Note that for satellite altitude less than 10,000 miles 
above the lunar surface, the satellite will be visible for less than 28 
hours. This visibility time is insufficient to support on Apollo type far 
side lunar exp~oration missions. 
It should also be noted that the influence of earth and sun were 
neglected in the determination of orbital period for the relay satellite' • 
., 
At the higher altitudes, these effects become important. It is probable 
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that altitudes greater than 10,000 miles may not be usable. 
7. A MINIMUM FU~L COVERAGE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE NETWORK FOR A 
SPECIFIC APOLLO TYPE MISSION 
The minimum communications network which could provide continuous 
coverage during an Apollo type mission is a system of three equispaced satel-
lites in polar orbit. It is clear that the orbital plane of these satellites 
must be properly positioned relative to the earth-moon line. This positioning 
constraint is illustrated graphically in Figure 21. In this diagram the 
moon's orbital plane is in the piane of the paper. Three communications 
satellites are equally spaced in circular polar orbit, the edge of which is 
illustrated. Note that the invisible region is only on the lunar far side 
since the near side always will be completely visible from earth. If the 
landing site is located so tha1; it faUs within the visibility region, the 
orbital plane of the communications satellites would be adjusted with respect 
to the earth-moon line so that all points of the communications satellite 
orbit would be visible from earth for the maximum lengtJj of time from initia-
tio.n of the landing phase of a lunar mission. 
Note that if the selected landing site for the mission falls within 
the invisible region, the orbital plane would be positio~ed such that the 
landing zone at the time of landing would be just passirg into view of the 
satellite as the moon rotates in the direction shown. If the landing site 
is within the visible region, there ;~ no constraint imposed upon the 
orientation of the orbit other than the previously discussed visibility from 
earth. 
This continuous coverage is, of ~ourse, specific mission oriented. 
Later missions would either have to be properly timed with respect to be 
original mission for which the satellite network was established, or the 
network could be repositioned. The advantages of establishing such a single 
three satellite system are: 
(1) Basic coverage for Apollo missions is possible. 
(2) It allows for a time phased establishment of a full 
sy~tem. 
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B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The coverage and visibility analysis summarized in this report is 
based on two basic ground rules: 
(1) Continuous coverage of the full lunar sphere should be the 
long term goal for a lunar satellite communications system. 
(2) The communications relay mode 1s assumed to be a two way earth-
relay satellite-lunar terminal mode. No satellite-satellite 
relay capability is assumed. 
For continuous coverage of the entire lunar sphere. the minimum network of 
relay satellites is composed of three sets of three polar orbiting satellites •. 
The satellites are equally spaced in circular orbit. and the orbital plane 
separation between adjacent orbits ranges from thirty to sixty degrees. The 
sixty degree separation is most desirable in"that satellite altitudes are 
considerably less than those required for the thirty degree' separation. 
. . 
For a plane separation of sixty degrees (the maximum for a three orbit 
system), an orbit altitude of approximately 6000 statue miles will provide 
a lunar grazing angle of 5 degrees). 
If only two orbital planes a.re established, ten 5atellites are required 
for full continuous coverage. Five satellites would be equally spaced in 
each of two orthogonal circular orbits. These orbits may both be polar, or 
one polar and one equatorial. 
Full coverage is not possible from equatorial orbit. For continuous 
coverage of an equatorial sector, five satellites equally spaced in equa~ 
torial orbit are required. 
The most attractive possibility for partial coverage is a network of 
three equally spaced satellites in circular pOlar orbit. It is shown that 
such an orbit may be positioned to provide continuous coverage for a specific 
mission whose landing site and mission time are known during substantial 
fractions of a lunar cycle. Such a network is a member of the minimum net-
work of nine .polar orbiting satellites required for cQntinuou~ coverage of 
. , 
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the entire lunar sphere. Therefore, the full network may be established over 
a period of time, this time depending upon the evolution of operational 
requirements. It might develop that a single three satellite network would 
serve to support a wide variety of Apollo type missions if the missions were 
properly timed. 
Single satellites (other than the libration point satellite) cannot 
provide continuous coverage for an Apollo mission. Two satellite networks 
increase coverage time for an Apollo type mission, but cannot provide com-
plete coverage. 
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IV. TRAJECTORY AND VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Additional considerations, other than communications, coverage and 
visibility analyses, are required to establish the feasibility of a lunar 
comnunicatio.1s satellite system. These (all naturally into two major 
categories. The first includes all of the requirements necessary tL 
estdb1ish the satellites of the system into their desired lunar orbit$. 
Such considerations include the following: 
(1) Launch vehicle and payload available with this vehicle, 
(2) Velocity requirements for translunar injection and lunar orbit 
insertion, 
(3) Launch opportunities satisfying all mission constraints and 
resulting in the desirable payload in lunar orbit, 
(4) Tracking and midcourse guidance requirements for orbit 
determination and establishment of each satel1 ite in the 
desired lunar orbit. 
The first, or launch vehicle, consideration is probably the most 
important in establishing the satellite system that is finally implemented. 
This vehicle will most likely be "off t;·,~ shelf" and two candidate vehicles 
will be discussed in the following subsection. The payload capability wi1l 
determine whether it is feasible to launch several satellites into lunar 
orbit with a single launCh, vehicle. Also, the number of launch opportun-
ities may be affected by the second stage restart capabi1ities. These 
considerations, and others concerned with launch and possible mission 
modes, are discussed briefly 1n Subsection 4. 
In the second consideration, the, velocity requirements are essentially, 
vehicle independent. This information provides inputs for launch oppor-
tunities, translunar flight times, lunar orbit altitude, and vehicle 
sizing. This information is essential to a preliminary analysis and is 
provided in Subsection 2. 
Considerations in (3) and (4) are imp~rtant in implementing the 
chosen ~Jmmunications satellite system; however, they do not grea~ly 
impact on the pre1iminary design. The daily and monthly ladnch windows 
will be very similar to the lunar orbiter missions. They will be greater, 
1n fact, because no lighting constraint at the moon is imposed. Also, 
the considerable experience in lunar midcourse guidance and orbit deter-
minatior should apply directly to this mission and not impact greatly 
on mission design. 
The second major category is concerned with maintaining the lunar 
communications satellites within their proper orbits (within limits) over 
a long period of time. Since the earth and sun can cause sizable pertur-
bations on the lunar orbits, the satellites can deviate from their nominal 
orbit to the point where the communications coverage requirements are no 
( longer being met. 1\1so affected will be '~he phase angle between con-
. 
secutive satellites in the same orbit. Thus, orbit and phase control 
. 
maneuvers will be required. An analysis of the perturbations and a 
technique for control are presented in Subsection 3. 
2. VELOCITY AND PAYLOAD DATA 
The purpose of this section is to provide performance and trajectory 
information which will be useful in the design of a lunar satellite 
communications system. Specifically, the problems cor.sidered are the 
following: 
1. What are the payload capabilities of two vehicles, Atlas/Centaur 
and Titan IIIC, for laun~h into lunar orbit? 
2. What are the velocity and flight time requirements to enter a 
high circular orbit about the moon? 
3. What will the orientations of these orbits be at lunar orbit 
insertion (LOI)? 
Considering the first question, the velocity requirements to inject 
C-)out D! a 100 nautical mile circular earth parking o~bit will be primarily 
~ dependent on the trans1unar flight time and the distance of the moon from 
the earth at the time of LOI. This circular velocity excess (CVE) 1s 
plotted in Figure 22 for the range of translunar flight times expected 
to be considered. Specifically, for lower flight times than 60 hours, 
the CVE requirements increase considerably. The upper limit on flight 
time is set by the minimum energy requirements to get to the moon. For 
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the moon at minimum distance (about 56.0 earth radii), this time is 
about 110 hours. For the moon at maximum distance (about 63.7 earth 
. radii), this time is about 130 hours. For longer flight times, where 
the approach to the moon will be from the back side, the required 
velocities will increase. As stated above, the circular velocity excess 
requirements, assuming an inplane translunar injection (TlI), will be 
fairly independent of other parameters. 
Also on Figure 22 are the payload capability curves for the Atlas/ 
Centaur SlV-3C, and for the Titan IIIC, as a function of the CVE require-
ments. Reference 4-1 gives two capability curves for the Titan IIIC, differing 
by about 1400 pounds, which represent the nominal and minimum expected pay-
load. An updated curve is not expected to vary significantly f~om the nominal 
curve shown in Figure 22. For the CVE requirements of the mission being con-
sidered, which ranges from 10260 to 10500 feet per second, the Titan IIIC 
nominal payload capability ranges from 6400 to 6100 pounds. For the same 
CVE range, the Atlas/Centaur payload (Reference 4-2) ranges from 3000 to 2900 
pounds, or about half of that of the Titan IIIC. In either case, the varia-
tion in payload will only be 200 or 300 pounds for any lunar mission that 
may be considered. 
The,velocity requirements to enter high altitude lunar orbits are 
shown in Figure 23. Three representative altitudes are shown: 2000, 
6000, and 10,000 nautical miles. These curves are sufficiently close 
so that interpolation for other altitudes is easily accomplished. These 
requirements are primarily a function of the flight time from Tll to 
lOI, the incl ination of ti,~ 0" ::bound (earth c~ntered) trajectory to the 
moon's plane, and the moon's distance at the time of lOI. 
The velocity requirements shown here may be associated w~th the Ttl 
CVE requirements through the flight time values, which are shown as tick 
marks on the four scales at t~e bottom of Figure 23. The four scales 
correspond to the combinations of maximum and minimum moon distance 
with 0 and 60 degrees outbound inclinations to the moon's plane. Actually, 
when 0 and 60 degrees are written, it is implied that the outbound. f 
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inclination is within a few degrees of these values. For example, if the 
translunar flight time is 70 hours for maximum moon distance, and the 
outbound inclination is zero, then the velocity required to enter a ~OOO 
nautical mile orbit will b~ about 2700 feet per second. From Figure 22, 
the CVE i~ seen to be 10410 feet per second and the Titan IIIC payload 
6200 pounds. 
the LOI velocity requirement in Figure 23 is plotted against the moon 
centered approach hyperbolic excess velocity, since the latter is a measure 
of the total spacecraft -energy. Thus, at a given orbit altitude (fixed 
potential energy), the kinetic energy (or velocity) will depend only on 
the total energy. Empirical data from computer runs were used to relate 
the hyperbolic excess velocity t9 the flight time, moon's distance, and 
outbound inclination. 
It is interesting to note that these cur~es lie fairly close together 
and even cross each other. The greatest separation of about 300 feet per 
second exists for the extreme 60 hour flight time. For the longer flight 
times, the separation can decrease to 50 feet per second, in~icating that 
payload in orbit will be relatively insensitive to orbit altitude. The 
velocity requirements for variations in other parameters, however, can 
vary considerably. For example, for a 6000 nautical mile orbit, the 
insertion velocity will vary from 1800 to 3340 feet per second for max-
imum moon distance and zero outbound inclination. Then, for this moon 
distance, the variation with outbound inclination car. be 300 feet per 
second. It is clear from this that, if possible, the longer translunar 
flight times and zero outbound inclination should be used if maximum pay-
<=> load in orbit is to be achieved. 
The conditions of flight time, outbound inclination, and moon's 
distance at LOI affect the orientation of the approach to the moon as 
well as energy. Effectively, these parameters cause the approach 
hyperbola to the moon to contain a vector which is close to the moon's 
orbit plane, and displaced 35 to 90 degrees west of the moon-to-earth 
line at the time of LOI. If the outbound inclination is zero, then this 
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vector will lie in the moon's orbit plane. If the outbound inclination 
is close to 60 degrees, then this vector may make an angle of as much as 
10 degr~es with the earth-moon plane. The moon's equator is inclined 
about 6.5 degrees to the the moon's orbit plane, indicating that the 
angle of this vector can be as great as 16.5 degrees to the moon's equator. 
Thus, if equatorial orbits are desired, ~ither favorable launch days and 
conditions must be found to minimize this angle, or a plane-change penalty 
will be incurred at LOI • 
. For highly inclined or polar orbits, no plane change maneuver will 
be required at LOI. That is, it is always possible to insert into a polar 
• 
orbit w·ith ~n in-plane deboost. The nodal location of this orbit, however, 
will be constrained by the above mentioned vector which the oribt must 
contain. Neglecting the librations of the moon (which amount to about 7 . 
degrees in longitude), the selenogl"aphic location of the nodal line for 
polar orbits is approximated in Figure 24. As with the approach energy 
(represented by V
m
), this longitude will vary with translunar flight 
time, outbound inclination, and the moon's distance at the time of LOI. 
For longer translunar flight times, which represent lower LOI velocities 
as shown in Figure 23, the nodal location will be between 70 and 90 degrees 
west longitude. Because of the longitudinal librations of the moon, the 
actual value may vary by·± 7 degrees from the value indicated in Figure 23. 
Finally, Figure 25 represents the period and velocity of a circular lunar 
orbit as a function of its altitude above the lunar surface. 
3. SATELLITE STABILITY AND PHASE CONTROL 
At this point of the analysis, i.t is assumed that the satellites have 
been placed in the desired lunar orbit and that they are properly phased 
with respect to each other. If the moon represented a central force fi'.ld 
and no other gravit~tional bodies were nearby, the satellites would r~~ain 
in their respective Keplerian orbits. The nonspherical effect~ of the 
moon and the third body effects of the earth and sun, however, ·cause the 
orbits and the phase angle between satellites to deviate from nominal. 
Thus, if it is desired to·utilize the system for s~ lengt~ of time, say 
several years, it may be necessary to apply occasi.onal trim maneuvers to 
adjust the orbit and cancel the perturbation effects. 
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The frequency and amcunt of orbital adjustment, which will affect the 
propulsion system size, depend primarily on the following factors: 
(1) The desired lifetime of the satellite system, 
(2) The actual deviations of the orbital elements and satellite 
phase angles from the nominal values as a func~ion of time. 
(3) The acceptable deviations of the orbital elements and satellite 
phase angles from the nominal values. 
The actual deviations of the orbital elements and phase angles from 
nominal will depend primarily on the altitude and inclination of the 
( )near circular) nominal orbit. These effects, as a function of time are 
presented in the following subsection. ··If these deviations are acceptable 
for the desired lifetime of the satellite system, then no adjustment maneu-
-
vers will be required. If the deviations are not acceptable (such as, for 
example, the phase angle increasing to where desired overlap is not pro-
vided), then orbital adjustments will have to be made. A technique for 
such trim maneuvers is presented in Subsection 3.2. 
3.1 Satellite Stability 
As indicated above, the perturbations acting on the lunar orbit will 
be the nonspherica1 effects of the moon and the third body effects of the 
earth and sun. Howe'ver, since the orbits considered are relatively high 
(above 2000 nautical miles), the triaxiality of the moon will have a negli-
gible effect on the lunar orbit. The moon, incidentally, is more spherical 
than the earth. This is particularly true for the equatorial and polar cir-
cular lunar orbits being considered here. Thus, only the t~ird body effects 
of the earth and sun on the orbits need be considered. 
C~\ General perturbation theory provides analytic methods for predicting 
third body effects on a nrar circular orbit over long periods of time. 
Greater precision could be obtained with numerical integration; however, 
the computer time required becomes prohibitive. For this analysis, use 
was made of an existing satellite lifetime program based on general pertur-
bation equations (see Reference 4-3) which considered only the first Drder , 
effects on the orbital elements of the motio"~ Although this program was 
orginally written for the computation of lif~times of earth ·satel1ites, 
modifications had been made so that it could apply to lunar orbits as well. 
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Briefly, the expressions utilized represent the first order variation 
of the six orbital elements over a single satellite revolution. This varia-
tion is computed separately for the effects of the earth and the sun. Thus, 
correlation effects per orbit are not considered. The variations are then 
added to the orbital element values to up~ate the perturbed elements for 
this revolution. The process is repeate9 for each succeeding revolution. 
The formulations presented assume that the third body (sun or earth) 
remains in a stationary position during the satellite revolution. For the 
computation, the average positir.n ;s chosen, which is an approximation and 
represents a source of error. For example, referring to Figure 25, the 
. . 
perioE of a 6000 nautical mile altitude satellite is 36 hours. Within this 
time, the sun will move about 1.5 degrees and the earth about 20 degrees. 
Thus, the sun will remain essentially stationary during a revol~tion of the 
satellite. The earth's position, however, will vary by 10 degrees from the 
position chosen for the computation. Since, however, this analysis is con-
cerned with long term effects, .it is the sun which will make the primary con-
tribution. The earth will cause oscillations in the orbital elements with 
approximately a 14 day period and, if these oscillations remain within the 
acceptable deviations for the planned sate1'Jite system, then the trim maneu-
vers need not be directly dependent on the earth's ~ffect. 
For this analysis, eight lunar orbits have been chosen for stability 
computation. Three are near equatorial orbits (5 degrees) and five are near 
polar (85 degrees). For the equatorial orbits, altitudes of 4000, 6000; 
and 10,000 nautical miles have been chosen. The polar orbit altitudes 
range from 2000 to 10,000 nautical miles in 2000 nautical mile steps. The 
starting eccentricity for these orbits ~s .001. One reason for choosing 
this value is that the first order variations of some of the orbital ele-
ments are zero for pet'fect1y circular orbits. Thus. the second order effects. 
which are being ignored here, would become important in causing the initial 
variations in the elements. Also. it is expected that an eccentricity of 
.001 will be quite acceptable for an operating system. It represents a 
deviation of about .001 x R where R is the radius of the satellite orbit • 
.For the extreme case, where the a1tituJe is 10,000 nautical miles. the 
deviation will be about 10 nautical miles. 
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The variation of the elements of the eight orbits mentioned above has 
been computed for a period of 2 years. The variation of eccentricity as a 
function of time is plotted in Figure 26. where the oscillations due to the 
earth's effect is net shown. This figure indicates that the near equatorial 
orbits are quite stable for the period of time considered. In fact. for the 
, 
cases chosen, the eccentricity decreases with time, implying that the pertur-
bations have a circularizing effect. It is expected, however, that over 
• longer peri~ds of time, the eccentricity will increase. In any case, it is 
clear that very stable equatorial and near equatorial orbits exist. up to 
~jO,OOO nautical miles, ~hiCh may be used for lunar satellite systems •. 
.. The near polar orb1ts, however, do. not behave as well. As shown 1n 
Figure 26. the eccentricity increases exponenti-ally with time. which will be 
an important relation in developing. the trimming technique discussed in the 
next subsection. For an eccentricity of 0.1. for example, the "lifetimes" 
of the orbits shown are 2.1, 1.0,0.6,0.4, and 0.3 years for altitudes 
ranging from 2000 to 10,000 nautical miles. Here, only the 2000 nautical 
mile orbit has a lifetime of 2 years, and only if an eccentricity of 0.1 
is acceptable. This figure indicates that equatorial orbits will require 
very little, if any, trim maneuvers to correct eccentricity, whereas polar 
orbits will require continual eccentricity correction if a lifetime (based 
on ac~p.ptable eccentricity) of several years is required. 
Data for the variation in the orientation elements are not presented 
here since their variations are small and their consideration in the mission 
design is secondary. For example, assuming orbit times of Figure 26. for 
which e ~ 0.1, the variation in inclination for polar orbits is always less 
than 10 degrees. The inertial node, however, (again for polar orbits) can 
Clary up to 20 degrees for the 8000 nautical mile altitude orbit and up to 
30 degrees for the 10,000 nautical mile altitude orbit. If. for a particular 
satellite sy~tem being considered. a stationary (inertial) longitude is 
~mportant, then sizable plane change maneuvers may be required to maintain 
this longitude. The requirement may be considerable for low orbits as well 
since. although tne plane change may be smal,. the ~rbital velocity is 
higher. It is assumed in this analysis. however, that if a lunar communica-
tions satellite system consists of satellites in two polar planes .nor' .al to 
each other, then visibility overlap is suffiCiently large that no. noaa 1 or 
inclination adjustments will be required for the lifetine of the system. 
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3.2 Phase Angle Variation ~d Control 
It is assumed in this analysis that the nominal configuration of a set 
of communications satellites 1s such that they are equally spaced and in 
the same circular orbit. It is also assumed that if there is a similar 
set in a different orbital plane, then there are no pha~ing requirements 
between these two sets. Thus. it is only necessary to analyze the phase 
rplation of the satellites within the same plane. 
With respect to the phase angle between satellites which are planned 
to be equally spaced in the same circular orbit, there are three effects 
( which can cause this angle to be off nominal. These are: 
(1) Inaccuracies of the lunar orDit insertion maneuver. 
(2) First oraer effects on phasing due to increasing eccentricity 
of the orbit which is caused by earth and sun perturbations. 
(3) Higher order effects of the earth and sun perturbations on 
the satellite motion. 
Some inaccuracy in lunar orbit insertion cannot be avoided. Thus, a series 
of trim maneuvers will be required. This trimming falls naturally into two 
categories. The first is a positioning phase and the second is a circular-
izing phase. Considerable tracking may be required before and during these 
. trim phases in order to accurately determine the orbit and, hence. the 
maneuver required. For the positioning phase, where for example. two satel-
lites are too near each other at LOI. it is recessary to change the relative 
periods. Thus. if one satellite has nearly the correct (nominal) period and 
an adjacent satellitt. ',s too close behind it. ,then it is necessary to in-
crease the period of the second satellite so that it may lag behind the 
first. This may be done by increasing the semi-major axis which is most 
( lffici~ntly accomplished with a tangential maneuver •. Then. when the phase 
. angle is correct. a~other tangential retro-maneuver 1s performed to decrease 
t~e period of the second satellite to that of the first. A similar sequence 
of maneuvers can be performed for all the satellites in the same orbit plane • 
. The second. or circularizing. trim phase consist~ of a maneuver. or 
set of maneuvers. which affect the eccentricity of the orbit but not the 
period •. These maneuvers. if small. are applied normal to the velocity 
direction at the point of application. Thus. the energy and. hence. the 
period of the satellite orbit will not be altered. There will be two 
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positions on the orbit where the circularizing maneuver must be made. These 
will be at the points where the radial distance /lill be equal to the semi-
major axis of the orbit. 
Once the satellites are positioned and the orbit circularized, which 
may take many days, the phasing and the orbital elements will be affected 
by the moon, earth, and sun perturbations, as discussed in the previous 
section. The most important element in the consideration of satellite 
phasing will be eccentricity. In particular,. since the angular rate of 
the satellites will not be constant for ecce~tric orbits, the phase angl~ 
between adjacent satellites will increase to a maximum and decrease to a 
minimum during each orbi~al revol~tion. The higher the eccentricity, the 
larger will be this variation. Thus, there may be a particular value of 
eccentricity above which the operational requirement of continuous coverage 
is violated. It is obvious that this boundary value of eccentricity will 
depend on the overlap coverage of two consecutive satellites. For a system. 
of ·three satellites per orbit ~lane, the overlap may be minimal and, hence, 
the tolerable eccentricity will be low. For a system of six satellites, 
the overlap will be greater so that a higher eccentricity is acceptable. 
It is assumed here that the system has not been designed at the limit; 
i.e., where acceptable coverage is obtained only for a system whose satel-
lites must be exactly phased and in a precise circular orbit. 
The analysis of the effect of eccentricity on phasing begins with a 
. relation between the t1me in the orbit and the angle fromperifocus. In 
Figure 27, thi~ angle is shown as n. The time in the orbit can be represented 
by the mean anomaly, H, which is given by 
M c fll p 
where P is the period of the orbit and T is the ·time on the orbi~. Thus, 
for a single revolution, the time T = P and M m 2n. 
APOFOCUS ______ +~-+'L..,...._. PERIFOCUS 
fIGURE 27. IN~PLANE ANGLE. DEFINITION 
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For several satellites on the same orbit, it is assumed that they are 
equally spaced in time. That is, if there are N satellites, then the time 
for anyone of them to reach the position of the succeeding one will be, 
(1) 
or, 
(2) 
In terms of the mean anomaly, the angle from perifocus is given by 
<=1see Reference 44). 
. 
11 =.M + 2e sin M + ~ e2 sin 2 M + ~~ e3sin3M + ••• (3) 
Then the phase angle between two consecutive satellites will be 
All = ("2 ~ "1) + 2e(sinM2 - sinMl ) + ~2 (sin2M2 - sin2M1) 
13 3 ( • 3M' • 3M ) + ~ Sln 2 - Sln 1 + ••• (4) 
. where Ml is the mean anomaly of one satellite and M2 = M1 + m is the mean 
. anomaly of the second. 
Now. if it is desired to find extremums of All. then equation (4) can 
be differentiated with respect to Ml and tt.is derivative set equal to 
zero, or 
~Il = 0 = 2e(cos "2 - cos "1) + ~ e2(cos 2M2 - cos 2M1) 1 . 
o (5) 
Two extrl ~~I"'ms exi stand these are when 
(1) 
"1 = - !!!. and M = m 222 
(6) 
(2) 
"1 
_ 1ft AI 
- 'If - 2' and M2 = 1r + 2 
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This is seen by noting that each term in parenthesis of equation (5) is 
of the fonn 
cos(~) - cos(- ~) = 0 
and 
cos(k'IT + ~) c (k ~) 0 £. - os 'IT - r = 
.. 
In addition, sample calculations will show that extrerr.·'m (l) above is a 
maximum and extremum (2) is a minimum. 
Then, substituting extremum (1) into equation (4) gives 
4 .• (m) 5 2. 13 3 . 3m Anmax = m + e S1n 2 + 2 e Sln m + 6- e S1n 2 + .•• (7) 
Similarly, substituting extremum (2). into equation (4) gives, 
·4 . (m) 5 2. 13 3 . 3m Anmin : m - e S1n 2 + 2 e Sln m - ~ e Sln 2" + . .. (8) 
where 
and k is an integer. 
In this analysis, the range of eccentricities of interest are 
assumed to be 0 ~e~ 0.1, so that the above four tenns in equations (7) 
and (8) should yield sufficient accuracy. These expressions for th~ 
• 
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phase angle extremums have been evaluated for a set of 2 to 6 satellites 
and are given below. In addition, the extreme deviations of the phase 
angle relative to the nominal value of phase angle is shown in Figure ~8. 
This figure may be used with the coverage analysis of Part III and the 
lifetime analysis of the previous section to determine'the times that 
trim maneuvers to correct for eccentricity must be made. Evaluating 
equations (7) and (8) for a specific number of satellites gives, in 
radians, 
Anmax = W + 4e - 2.16?e
3 
for N = 2 
Anmin = W - 4e + 2.167e3 
2w 2 Anmax = 3i + 3.464e + 2.165e 
f for N = 3 
+ 2.828e + 2.5e2 + 1.532e3 
- 2.828e + 2.5e2 - 1.532e3 
~nmax = ~ + 2.351e + 2.378e2 + 2.061e3 
~n. = ~ - 2.35le + 2.378e.2 - 2.06le3 mln a 
_ n 
~nmax - 3 + 2e + 2.l65e2 + 2.167e3 
furN=4 
for N = 5 
for N = 6 
- 2e + 2.l65e2 - 2.167e3 
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It is interesting to notice in Figure 28 that the system with a 
greater number of satellites can accept a greater variation in eccentri-
city than a system with a lower number, for a given phase angle deviation. 
Thus, if the deviation limit is 10 degrees, then the upper limit of 
eccentricity for a six satellite system is .08, whereas ,the upper limit 
for a two satellite system is only .044. To obtain these values, the 
maximum deviation (upper) curves of Figure 28 were used here, since these . 
• 
represent greater deviations from the nominal value at a given 
eccentricity. Also, the upper curves represent an increase in phase angle 
(~ ~hich will result in a decrease in the coverage overlap. 
Using this same example and referr.ing to the eccentricity variation 
curve of Figure 26, it is seen that for a polar satellite system of 6000 
( 
nautical mile altitude, an eccentricity of .08 is reached after about 0.56 
years, or 200 days. This is for the six satellite system whose phase 
angle deviation limit is 10 degrees. Thus, after 200 days, the circular-
izing trim maneuvers discussed above would have to be applied to each of 
the six satellites. 
With the data generated thus far, it is also possible to estimate 
the velocity requirement for the circularizing trim maneuver. Figure 25 
gives the circular velocity of a lunar satellite as a function of 
altitude. This also happens to be the velocity on the ellipse (perturbed 
orbit) where the trim maneuver must be made. This circularizing maneuver 
must be made such that the velocity magnitude does not change and its 
direction is perpendicular to the position vector. The true anomaly of 
the trim maneuver can be found by solving the conic equation, 
r = a(l - e2) 
1 + e cos n (9) 
for n when r = a. This gives 
cos n = - e, sin n = (10) 
This value of true anomaly may be substituted into the general expression 
for the flight-path angle, y, which 1s 
t = e sin n an y 1 + e cos n (11) 
Substituting equation (10) into this gives, 
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This implies, however, that 
s1n Y = e 
or, for low values of e, 
Y ~ e (radians) 
Thus, if e ~ 0.1 then Y ~ 5.73 degrees. The velocity requirement 
is then obtained from the equation 
IN = 2Vc sin f 
(12) 
where'V
c 
is the circular·'velocity shown in Figure 25. For small angles, 
this can be approximated by, 
AV = Y, VC 
or, using equation (12), 
AV = e Vc (13) 
Considering the example above, where the satellite altitude is 6000 
nautical miles and eccentricity is .08, Figure 25 gives a circular velocity 
of Vc = 2300 feet per second. Then, using equation (13), aV = 184 feet 
per second. This maneuver could be applied after 200 days of operation, 
when e reaches .08, to cirtularize the orbit, allowing it to operate 
within the deviation limit of 10 degrees for another 200 days. This 
maneuver would have to be applied to each of the six coplanar satellites 
in the system. 
Thus far, only the most direct method has been considered, for 
perfonning the circularizing trim maneuver. That is, the ma'neuver i,s 
made only when the satellite system is about to violate an operational 
constraint. The question arises: Is it possible to perform this maneuver 
more often (prior to any violation) and obtain a savings in p~QPellant 
over the lifetime of the system? The answer is definitely yes.' The 
reason is that the perturbing forces have a greater effect on an orbit of 
greater eccentricity over 'the same period of time, wher-eas 'he AV 
requirement, as shown by equa·tion (13) increases linearly with 
eccentricity. 
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For example, in Figure 26, for the 6000 nautical mile polar orbit, 
the eccentricity increases from .001 to .007 in about 100 days. Then, 
using equation (13), the AV required for circularizing would be 16 feet 
. per second, or 32 feet per second (two maneuvers) for 200 days, which is 
considerably less than the 184 feet per second computed above for the 
single maneuver. Introducing a greater number of maneuvers within this 
200 day interval may reduce the total AV required further; however. two 
factors should be kept in mind. First, Figure 26. as mentioned previously, 
is based on a first order theory and, therefore the behavior of eccent~i­
city near zero, shown on this figure, may not be representative of actual 
behavior. The rates of increase of eccentricity for larger values of 
eccentricity should be representative, however. Second, the short periOd 
. 
effect of the earth can cause eccentricity to vary significantly in a 14 
day period (about .005), so that it is the average and not the instantan-
eous value of eccentricity that is significant. Additional analysiS is 
required to determine the frequency of the trim maneuvers which will 
result in minimum total AV for the lifetime of a given satellite system. 
Thus far, only first order effects on the satellite phasing have 
been discussed. These effects are on the eccentricity of the orbit 
which, in turn, affects the phase angle as described above. There are 
also higher order effects on the phase angle which will increase the AV 
requirement for phase angle control. For example, if two satellites are 
in the same 6000 nautical mile orbit about the moon, but phased 180 degrees' 
apart, the perturbations on each will be almost identical except for a 
slight shift in the position of the perturbing bodies. That is, the 
second satellite will arrive at the position of the first satellite about 
18 hours later (the period is 36 hours). In tllis time, the earth will 
have moved about 10 degrees relative to the orbit plane and the sun 0.75 
degree. Thus, the perturbation on the second satellite will be slightly 
different th~n on the first. This is a higher order effect whose 
magnitude has not been calculated for this preliminary analysis. This 
. effect will show up as a variation in all of the orbital elements, 
including the semi-major axis; however, it is expected that the variation 
will. be slow compared with the first order variation of eccentricitr of 
Figure 26. It is anticipated that the only corrective maneuver required 
4-22 
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• to maintain acceptable phasing will be on the semi-major axis. which 
affects the period. Thus, if one satellite acquires a reduced period and 
has a tendency to catch up with the other, then it is necessary to 
increase its period. This maneuver can be small since only ~ small 
catch-up rate per orbit is required. That is, it may be quite acceptable. 
operationally, to allow several months, after'many revolutions, for one 
satellite to catch up with the other. It is expected that a detailed 
• analysis will show this maneuver to require a small portion of the total 
spacecraft ~V budget. 
4. LAUNCH AND'MISSION MODE CONSIDERATIONS 
There are some trajectdry and vehicle considerations, not discussed 
in Subsection 2, which are concerned with the mission phase from launch 
to LOI. The launch hardware and the operational constraints associated 
with it can definitely impact on the satellite system finally chosen. 
For example, the Centaur stage of the Atlas/Centaur vehicle has a restart 
•. capability; however, the time of coast to second ignition is limited to 
30 minutes, about a third of an orbit. This constraint. sometimes 
referred to as a direct injection, will limit the lunar launch windows to 
one opportunity per day and eight days per month. This compares with two 
opportunities per day every day of the month for a full orbit coast 
capability. In addition, this 30 minute coast constraint complicates the 
launch guidance and decreases the optimum payload for certain launch days. 
These problems are not insurmountable; however, they must be considered 
and they may impact on the spacecraft design and the system configuration 
finally chosen. 
( 
• 
The Titan IIIC, on the other hand, has been successfully used 
several times to launch multiple payloads into high earth orb't. This 
capability may be also used to launch several satellites into lunar orbit. 
There are two mis!ion modes possible for this situation. The fjrst is 
that a single stage may be used to deboost all the satellites l~to the 
same coplanar orbit about the moon. For this mode, the individual 
satellites would then have to perform maneuvers in orbit to get positioned 
relative to each other. The second mode gives each spacecraft the ability 
to deboost into lunar orbit. Greater flexibility is possible with this 
mode. For example. if six satellites were launched with the same vehicle. 
4-23 
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then three could be placed in an equatorial orbit and three in a polar 
orbit. Thus, a complete satellite system may be implemented with a single 
launch vehicle. Only a moderate midcourse maneuver a few hours from TLI 
would be required to place three of the satellites on a translunar 
trajectory having a polar approach to the moon, assuming that an equator-
ial approach was targeted to at TLI. These midcourses. assuming that 
they are performed by the individual satellites, could include a trans-
lunar flight time variation which would satisfy the required phase angle 
. requirement. The disadvantage of this mission mode 1s that each satellite 
must carry its own LOI propulsion system resulting in a lower total 
useful payload, compar'ed with using a single stage for LO}' 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The trajectory and vehicle considerations discussed in this report 
are important to the feasibility and design of a lunar communications 
satellite system. In particular, the TLI and LOI velocity requirements 
presented in Subsection 2 are required in establishing the payload in 
lunar orbit. Figure 23 indicates that this payload ~ill increase for 
longer trans1unar flight times (up to 130 hours) and is fairly independent 
of the lunar orbit altitude and inclination. Figure 24 indicates the 
location of the node at the time of lOI. This can be important if a 
certain relation with the sun is ijesired in order to influence its 
perturbative effects. 
The results of Subsection 3 indicate that satellite stability and 
phase control can be handled with reasonable midcourse maneuvers. It· is 
pointed out that the most important perturbative effect of the sun ~nd. 
the earth is on eccentricity and that this effect is exponential with 
time. Thus, it is concluded that frequent circularizing adjustments to 
the satellite orbit will result in a lower total velocity requirement 
than adjustments made only when a coverage constraint is violated. 
Since eccentricity affects the phase angle between consecutive 
satellites in the same orbit, an analysis is presented 1n Subsection 3 
to quantize this effect and to detenmine the trim AV maneuver requ1~d to 
correct it. The result has been applied to satellite systems of up to 
six satellites and is presented in Figure 28. Combining this data with 
the coverage analysis of Part III will indicate that. for some systems, 
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the phase angle deviations are within the coverage overlap requirements 
and, therefore. the continuous communication requirement is always met. 
Once the optimum configuration has been chosen. it will be necessary 
to perform more detailed analysis of the following: 
(1) Study of frequency and length of lunar occultations. 
(2) Perform detailed analysis of orbit stability and phasing decay. 
(3) Investigation of optimum (minimum AV) technique to maintain or 
correct phasing between satellites 
(4) Development of daily launch windows and yearly launch 
opportunities to maximize payload in lunar orbit. 
(5) Investigation of midcourse velocity requirements for accurate 
lunar orbit insertion • 
• 
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• V. ERP AND ANTENNA GAIN SPECIFICATIONS FOR LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
'Part V presents the analysis and conclusions of lunar commun-
ications trade-off studies pertaining to commUnications link margins in 
determining the satellite parameters of effective radiated power (ERP) 
• and the receive antenna specifications. (See Figure 29.) 
The analysis adheres to the ground rules and parameters specified 
by NASA/MSC/TCD and are stated in Appendix A. The method of analysis 
utilizes the Apollo communic&tions math model of Reference 5-1 and certain 
trigonometric relationships of earth. moon, and satellite to establish 
maximum expected communication ranges. This entire model, ranges and 
communications, is explained in detail in Section 3. 
The parametric analyses contained in Section 4 were performed 
• using an SRU jl~8 program which is.described in Reference 5-2. 
( 
• 
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2. CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis discussed in Section 4 using the math model of 
Section 3 and parameters of Appendix A concerns the determination of 
required lunar orbiting satellite antenna receive gain and transmit 
radiated power. The results to date consider only the effect of IF 
bandwidth and the required SNR in this bandwidth. 
Two distinct systems were analyzed--current Apollo and modified 
Apollo. The basic differences between these systems include: (See 
Appendix A.) 
.. 
a) MSFN - s~telJite link transmit frequency. 
b) Required SNR improvements at vehicle and MSFN. 
c) Increased vehicle transmit power. 
d) Improved noise figures at vehicle, satellite, and MSFN . 
For each of the systems, three separate modes of operations 
were ~na lyzed. 
These are: 
1) Wideband with High Gain Antenna. 
2) Narrowband with Omni Antenna. 
3) Narrowband with High Gain Antenna. 
Based on the assumptions li·sted below for lunar orbiting satellites, 
Number of Satellites 
Satellite Altitude 
Vehicle Altitude 
Lunar Surface Overlap Angle 
Vehicle Elevation Anqle to Lunar Surface 
Grazing Plane 
3 
4500 n.m. 
60 n.m. 
30 deqrees 
5 degrees 
application of the trigonometric relationships derived in Section 3.1 
result in the follOWing maximum ranges: . 
Range (MSFH-satellite) 
Range (satellite-vehicle) 
5-3 
215320 n.m. 
5621 n.m • 
Use of these maximum ranges, the parameters listed in Appendix 
A (Ground Rules) and the math model of Section 3 allows the predictions 
shown in Figures 3D and 31. These figures show the useable range of 
combinations of satellite effective receive gain and effective radiated 
power necessary to achieve the required effective signal to noise ratios 
at the vehicl~ or MSFN. 
Assuming parabolic antennas, Table 3, Paqe 5-13. illustrates the I! 
antenna specifications and power outputs of a satellite system necessary to 
acbieve the required SNR at the vehicle for selected combinations of 
ERP and receive gain using the modified system. (See the example in 
Paragraph 2.1.2.) 
~) 2.1 Required Antenna Gains 
( 
The relationship of lunar relay satellite receive gain and 
effective radiated power were. analyzed by means of the "lunar Comnuni-
cations Satellite Analysis Program (SATeDM) HVD25A", (Ref. 5-2) and the 
results are reported in Section 4. Use of the program resulted in 
generation of a series of plots of terminal receiver IF Bandwidth 
signal-to-noise ratios versus satellite effective radiated power for 
families of receive gain curves. The receive gain curves are in 5dB 
increments increasing in gain from bottom to top of the graph. The 
bottom curve is labeled in db of gain and the horizontal line across the 
graph is the required IF SNR for that system (see Appendix A). Thus, 
any combination of effective receive gain and radiated power on or above 
this horizontal line will produce positive IF margins in the terminal 
receiver (vehicle or MSFN). figures 36 through 47 provide satellite ERP vs 
received SNR curves for different systems and antenna combinations listed as 
·cases" in Table 4- , Page 5-32. 
A pair of plots describe an uplink and downlink for eacn case. 
Figure 36' and 37: are the upl ink and downl ink plots respectively for 
case No. 1 of Table 4 • Each curve in the receive gain family has a 
flattening shape with increasing radiated power. This shows a constant 
upper limit in received SNR and is due to the satellite trans~itted SNR 
being the upper limit obtainable in the vehicle (or MSFN) receiver. 
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Also, increasing the satellite receive gain for a constant satellite 
effective radiated power will reach an upper limit of receive gain, 
• 
above which no increase in terminal received SNR is obtainable. This is caused 
by the limiting of the terminal receiver noise. 
In order to make the information more useable, the series of 
plots presented in Section 4 have been consolidated into four plots 
(Figures 30, and .31) showing satellite effective receive gain and 
effective radiated power combinations necessary to produce the required 
SNR at the terminal receiver (lunar vicinity vehicle or MSFN). 
In each figure, two·graphs are presented for the uplink case and 
the downlink case. The uplink graph presents two vehicle antennas--
high gain and omni. Th~ areas above and to the right of each data line 
represents the possible combination of satellite receive gain and effective 
radiated power which will provide positive circuit margins in the vehicle 
IF bandwidth. A crosshatched are.a represents combinations of receive gain 
and radiated power which are not useable for either vehicle antenna. 
The downlink graph presents three cases of vehicle antenna and 
bandwidth. Again, a crosshatched area represents combinations which 
are not useable in any case. 
As noted above, there are limits above which increases in 
satellite ERP produce no increase in terminal receiver SNR, for a 
given satellite receive gain. The satellite receive gain curve (-22db 
curve in Figure 36) which produces the minimum terminal SNR required 
becomes a line of minimum useable satellite gain in the consolidated plots 
for that system (Figure 30, upper figure). At·the other extreme, the 
limit is approached where further increase of satellite receive gain 
results in no increase in terminal receiver SNR for a given sat~llite 
ERP. This point is noted at the intersection of the line where the 
lower values of the increasing satellite receive gain curves "stack up" 
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on each other and the minimum required terminal receiver SNR line 
(approximately 59 dbm ERP in Figure 36.). This results in the line 
of minimum useable ERP shown as the vertical line in the upper figure 
of Figure 30. Since this point (refer to Figure 36) does not coincide 
the required SNR line (-6.a db). it appears that the line of minimun sat-
ellite ERP and minimum satellite receive gain (Figure 30)" do not intersect 
but are joined by a continuous curve. Points on this curve are obtained 
by noting (Figure 36 again) where the satellite receive gain curves greater 
than the required nrinimum (-22 db) intersect the required terminal receiver 
required SNR. (Three of these points in Figure 36 are: receive gain = 
-20 db, ERP = 72 dbm; receive gain = -15 db, ERP = 65 dbm, and receive 
gain = -10 db, ERP = 61). These points are then plotted in Figure 30 
and joined by straight iin~s. It, thus, appears that the radius of 
the curve joining the minimum.ERP line and the minimum receive gain line 
depends upon the required terminal receiver SNR (for a given system). 
For instance, if the required SNR in Figure 36 were +4db, the minimum 
satellite receive gain curve of -10db would intersect the required SNR 
line, at approximately 84 dbm and the minimum ERP point would be approx-
imately 72 dbm,resulting in a radius for the CJrve joining the minimum 
satellite receive gain line and the minimum ERP line of approximately 
12 db (instead of the approximate 17 db in the actual case when the 
minimum SNR required is -6.S db). 
Table 2 lists the minimum requirements for the Apollo and 
modified systems for the uplink and downlink cases, including an emer-
gency VHF voice link between the lunar vicinity vehicle and the lunar 
orbiting satellite, and an emergency downlink baseband voice system. 
The parameters used in calculating these emergency links are those used" 
in the present Apollo CSM-MSFN system, where applicable. The arrangement 
of the tables allows comparison of the two systems requirements for different 
satellite antennas. Another factor to consider in comparing these tables 
is the frequency differences on the MSFN-satellite link. The Apollo 
system uses S-Band and the modified system uses X-Band (both use S-band on the 
satellite-lunar tenminal link). This difference will account for an antenna 
gain difference of 11 to 12 db assuming the antenna diameter remains ~onstant. 
5-S . 
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'Table 2, Comparative Analysis of Apollo and Modified Systems 
Relay Satellite Antenna Requirements 
" 
Vehicle Satellite Satellite Link Antenna Bandwidth Min. ReQ'd Rec. Gain Min. Reauired ERP -
Apollo Modified Apollo Modified 
- .. ---.-
- .. _ ... _. -
. . - .. 
-
........ 
S-Band Qnni Backup +72.5 dBm +62.0 dBm MSFN to 
Vehicle Voice' -33.6 dB -33.8 dB • 
.. S-Band HGA (3 KHz BW) (S-Band) (X-Band) +48.5 dBm +38.0 dBm 
S-Band Omni Baseband +14.8 dB +7.4 dB Vehicle Voice +24.5 dBm +24.4 dBm to MSFN (3 KHz BW) (S-Band) (X-Band) S-Band HGA -12.2 dB -20.6 dB 
MSFN to -20.0 dB -20.0 dB 
Vehicle VHF omni 3 KHz (S-Band) (X-Band) +71.1 dBm +68.1 dBm 
Vehicle +22.0 dBm +22.0 dBm 
to MSFN VHF omni 3 KHz +8.6 dB +8.4 dB (S-Band) (X-Band) 
MSFN to S-Band Omni +84.0 dBm +72.0 dBm 
Vehicle 4.8 MHz -22.0 dB -22.0 dB 
S-Band HGA (S-Band)' (X-Band) +59.0 dBm +47.0 dBm 
S-Band Omni +40.0 dB +32.0 dB +49.0 dBm +49.0 dBm 
4.8 MHz Vehicle 
to MSFN S-Band HGA +13.0 dB + 4.0 dB (S-Band) (X-Band) 
-
~titi. 0 Olin +bl.U OLim 
S .. Band HGA 5.3 MHz +30.0 dB +19.0 dB (S-Band) (X-Band) 
NOTE: Values are based on the parameters given in the ground rules (Appendix A). and presently 'accepted Apollo parameters. where 
applicable. 
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2. 1. 1 Examp 1 e 1 
To determine if a satellite antenna system will produce positive 
margins on both the uplink and downlink, the following procedure is 
needed: 
• 1) Assume a vehicle antenna-omn1 • 
2) Assume a system-Apollo. 
3) A point is, then chosen in the useable portion of Figure .30 
(Apollo) uplink above the omni curve. 
Eff. Receiv~ Gain =.20 dB } Uplink 
Eff. Radiated Power = 84 dBm 
. 
4) The effective radiated power is composed of an antenna gain 
and a transmit power. The antenna gain may be assumed to be 
effective receive gain for the downlink. Referring to the 
downlink graph of the same figure, the useable region for the 
Narrowband Omni would dictate an effective receive gain of 
greater than 40 dB. If we choose a point in this region, say: 
Eff. Receive Gain = 45 dB I Dow~link 
Eff. Radiated Power = 55 dBm 
The satellite transmit power on the uplink will be: 
Eff. Radiated Power - Antenna Gain or, 
+ 84 dBm - 45 dB = +39 dBm = 7.9 watts. 
5) The downlink effective radiated power is also composed of 
transmit power and antenna gain. Assuming this antenna gain 
to be the same as the u~link effective re~eive gain, the 
required satellite transmit power on the downlink will be: 
+55 dBm - 20 dB = +35 dBm = 3.2 watt. 
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2.1.2 Example 2 
Another example. using the modified system. is calculated for 
the omni antenna. 
1) From Figure 31; a point is chosen on the uplink graph 
above the omn1 curve; 
Eff. Receive Gain • +40 dB (X-Band) 
Eff. Radiated Power = +75 dBm (S-Band) 
2) From the downlink graph of Figure 31. a point is chosen 
above the omn; curve; 
Eff. Receive Gain = +35 dB (S-Band) 
Eff. Radiated Power • +70 dBm (X-Band) 
3) The required satellite S-Band transmit power is then; 
+75 dBm - 35 dB • +40 dBm = 10 watts. 
4) The required satellite X-Band transmit power is then; 
+70 dBm - 40 dB = +30 dBm • 1 watt. 
2.1.3. Comparison of Example 1 and Example 2 
At first glance. it would appear that Example 2 indicates that 
the S-band transmit power requirement for the modi flea system is 
greater than that for the Apollo (S-Band) system. However, this 
results from the particular satellite receive gain - ERP point chosen 
for Example 1, which, though allowable, was not veroy realistic in terms 
of required antenna size. The antenna gains for the modified system 
are more realistic; i.e., 
S-Band gain • 35 dB (req. parabolic ant. siz~ ·.approx-
imately 10.5 ft.) . 
X-Band gain = 40 dB (req. parabolic ant. size - approx-
imately 5 ft.) . 
whereas, the Apollo system vehicle-satellite gain is less realistic; i.e.: 
Vehicle-Satellite link = 45 dB (req. parabolic'int. 
. size approximately 33 ft.) 
t 
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2.2 Satellite Antenna Specifications 
Having determined allowable satellite antenna gain for a commun-
ication system, the choice of hardware available to provide the required 
gain is quite broad. Appendix B is a compilation of state-of-the-art 
information on antennas and RF power amplifiers for use 1n satellite 
systems. 
Since parabolic reflectors are current, proven antenna design 
for space app1icativns. Table 3 'shows antenna beamwldth~ and diameters 
'for parabolic antennas to satisfy the conditions of the example in 
paragraph 2.1.2, with assumed circuit losses of 2 dB (S-Band) and 5 d! 
(X-Band) added to the derived antenna gains. (Inasmuch as each antenna 
is used for both transmission and reception, the antenna gains were increased 
to account for the assumed losses, rather than increasing the RF power outputs). 
Table 3 also shows antenna specifications for use with lunar vicinity vehicles 
using high gain antennas as well as·omn1s. It is obvious that an antenna 
system which ~.at1sfies the omni case wil' be sufficient for use with high 
gain antennas. 
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Table 3. Satellite Parabolic Antenna System Specifications-
-Modified Svst 
--
Vehicle PA Output Antenna Antenna Antenna 
Antenna Power Gain . Fr!9uenel Eff1c1encl 3dB Beanwidth Diameter 
-
. 
Omnil 10 watts 37 dB 2300 MHz .55 2.27 deg. 13.2 feet 
Narrowband 1 watt 45 dB 8500 MHz .55 . 0.91 deg. 8.9 feet 
Y' 
-W I 
High Gainl 1 watt 22 dB 2300 MHz • 55 12.8 deg • 2.35 feet ! 
Narrowband 0.1 watt 35 dB 8500 MHz .55 2.9 deg. 2.8 feet 
-
High Ga1nl 0.25 watt 28 dB 2300 MHz • 55 6.4 deg • 4.7 feet 
W1deband 0.32 watt 35 dB 8500 MHz .55 2.9 deg. 2.8 feet 
. 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The lunar satellite communications parametric analysis is accomp-
. 
1" shed by a co~uter program operati ng on the SRU 1108. Thi s program ha$ 
two phases of operation; 1) uplink communications from earth MSFN station, 
via the lunar satellite, to the lunar vehicle, and 2) downlink communications 
from the lunar vehicle, via the lunar satellite, to the earth MSFN station. 
C ' The program is capab 1 e of ana lyzi ng; 1) 1 una r surface or 1 una r 
orbiting vehicles, 2) any syste~ of'lunar satellites described by quantity 
and lunar surface overlap angle or libration satellites, and 3) any parameters 
of the vehicle, satellite, and HSFN station which concern communicat10ns. 
The method of operation initially computes the communications 
ranges, satellite to vehicle ar1 satellite to MSFN station. Using these 
ranges, uplink and downlink communication. computations are made:. For each 
phase, the satellite signal-to-noise ratio is computed; then, tile receive 
terminal, vehicle or MSFN. signal-to-noise ratios are computed. These calcu-
lations are then plotted as effective signal channel SNR versus satellite 
effective radiated power for a family of satellite receive gains. . 
3.1 Communication Ranges 
The communication ranges are for use in calculating the total re-
ceived power on a particular link and are derived from the simple trigono-
metric relationships among the earth, satellites, moon,· and vehicles. 
3.1.1 Satellite Altitude Above the Lunar Surface 
• 
The satellite altitude depends on the number of satellites, the 
coverage overlap angle on the lunar surface (in the orbital plane), and the 
elevltion look-angle from vehicle h~rizon to the satellite • 
. 
Referring to Figures .32. and ~l3. the ~~r1vat1on proceeds: The angle 
e is derived from the coverage overlap angle, a, and the nueer of. sat,ll1tes', 
N, as: 
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1T 
11 =t + r + £1 + e 
but, for maximum satellite to vehicle range; 
then, 
By the Law of Sines, 
where 
and, 
thus, 
+ a 
2' 
e / .. 11 a = 11 2 - N - £1 - r 
sin t _ sin(~ + £1) 
R - R + h 
"max m 
R = radi us of moon m . 
h = satellite altitude 
£1 ='vehic'e elevation look angle 
(Rm + h) sin e = '\n sin (i- + £1) 
_ '\n [sin (t + £1 ) - sin ,0] 
h - sin e 
3.2.2 Range to Lunar Surface Vehicle 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Referring again to Figures 32, and 33 • the maximum range from to 
satellite to lunar surface vehicle is. 
(8) 
, 
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R sin (L + a ) 
R - m N r '~ax - sin e . (9) 
3.1.3 Range to Lunar Orbiting Vehicle 
The case of a lunar orbiting vehicle is similar to that of a sur-
face vehiclei however, the vehicle is placed at a fixed altitude above the 
mean lunar surface. Referring to Figure 34; the derivation of communica-
tion range proceeds using the vehicle altitude. hv' and the vehicle eleva-
tion angle from the lunar surface grazing plane. £1. 
From F.igure 34, 
By the law of sines, 
Rm 
sin e " • R + h 
" m v 
sin (82 + £1) 
RIll + h 
where h = satellite altitude 
then. 
and. for the larger triangle. 
Again. by the Law of Sines, 
hence. 
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3.1.4 Range from Satellite to MSFN Station 
The maximum range from satellite to earth is shown in Figure 35, 
as R1 + R2 + R3• 
The angle, 81, is given by Equation 4 when £1 is zero, so as to 
make R3 the grazing distance from satellite to 1unar'surface. as, 
(1 1) a 81 I: 1T '2. if'" - r 
where; a I: satellite coverage overlap angle. 
R3 = (Rm + h) sin (90 • 81 J 
R3 = (Rm + h) cos 81 
By the Law of Sines, 
where; 
1 R •• 1 Re •• 1 Re 
B = sin -1!l = s1n D1 = S1n D2 Om - 02 
Dm = mean distance earth to moon = 01 + D2 
82 = 81 + s 
NOTE: Minimum orbital plane sepa.ration, such that one 
of the two orbits is completely visible from 
earth at all times, is 2 8~. -, 
By similiar triangles, 
then, 
1 tR + R I B = sin- ,e m f Dm 
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Hence, the maximum distance from earth ,to satellite is 
R( ) = Rl + R2 + R3 e-s max 
3.2 .Uplink Modulation Loss 
The uplink. MSFN-to-vehicle via satellite. modulation losses are 
calculated for each information service; including carrier, voice. updata. and 
ranging. The calculations use the uplink PM modulation indices for ranging 
(,). updata (MTM). and voice (MV). 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
Uplink Carrier Modulation Loss 
2 2 2 
lm/cu = cos , • Jo (MV) • Jo (MTM) 
Uplink Voice Modulation Loss 
222 
Lm/ vu ,= 2 • cos ,. J l (MV) e Jo (MTM) 
3.2.3 Updata Modulation Loss 
222 
Lm/ tu = 2. cos 'e Jo (MV) e J l (MTM) 
3.2.4 Uplink Ranging Modulation Loss 
2 2 2 
lm/ru = sin ,eJo (MV)eJo (M!M) 
3.3 Satellite Uplink Received Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The satellite received signal-to-noise ratio is calculated in a 
series of steps beginning with the calculation of total received power.at the 
satellite from the MSFN station. The calculation of satellite receiver noise 
1s then made and divided into the received power. 
3.3.1 Total received Power 
2 
A 
4w (28) 
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• 
where; Pt is MSFN transmit power 
Gt is the MSFN transmit antenna gain (including losses) 
Gr is satellite effective receive gain 
R is communications range from MSFN to satellite 
A is wavelength of received carrier frequency 
3.3.2 Received Carrier Power 
3.3.3 Satellite Receiver Noise Power 
p ns =0. k. (A + B e. Pes)· BW IF 
where; k . ( _23) is Bo1tman's constant 1.38 x 10 
A is satellite system noise temperature 
B is satellite receiver AGC noise factor 
BWI F is sate 111 te transponder IF bandwi dth 
3.3.4 Satellite Received Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
. Pes 
SNRsat = P ns 
NOTE: The satellite transmitted SNR· is assumed equal 
to the satellite received SNR 
(29) 
(30) 
(31 ) 
3.4 Vehicle Effective Uplink Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio (IF Bandwidth) 
The effective received SNR considers the transmitted SNR to obtain 
the true IF signal-to-noise ratio. The total received'power is calculated at 
the vehicle receiver; then, the transmitted signa1-to-noise ratio is applied 
to obtain the total effective signal power received. The vehicle· receiver 
noise power is increased by the amount of noise power transmitted to obtain 
the total noise power. The ratio of these is the effective IF signal~to-
. . . 
• noise ratio. 
5-23 
3.4.1 Vehicle Total Received Power 
P G G 2 
P = ttr.). .L 
rv 4nR2 t;r r 
where; PtGt is the satellite effective radiated power 
Gr is the vehicle receive antenna gain 
R is the satellite-to~vehicle communication range 
1s the wavelength of the received carrier 
Lr .is the corrbined receive antenna system losses 
3.4.2 Vehicle Total Effective Received Signal Power 
. P 
P = p. cs 
rv(eff) rv Pns + Pcs 
where; Pcs is the satellite transmitted signal power 
Pns ' is the satellite transmitted noise power 
3.4.3 Vehicle Rec!ived Carrier Power 
3.4.4 Vehicle Receiver Noise Power 
P nv = k. (A + BjfP cv) -dWIF 
where; k is Boltzman's constant 
A is vehicle receiver system temperature 
B is receiver AGC noise factor 
BWIF is the IF bandwidth 
3.4.5 Vehicle Total Effective Noise Power 
P 
P • P + ns • P 
nv{eff) nv Pcs + Pns rv 
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(33) 
• 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
• 
• 
• 
I ( 
i I 
( 
• 
.' 
3.4.6 Vehicle Effective Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
P SNR II rv(eff) 
veh P nv( eff) (37) 
3.5 Uplink Carrier Channel Effective Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
The carrier channel effective SNR is obtained from the effective 
received carrier power and the effective noise powe.· in the carrier loop 
bandwidth. 
3.5.1 Effective Received Carrier Power 
PC(~ff) = Prv(eff)· Lm/ cu 
3.5.2 Effective Carrier-Loop ~~oise Power 
BWc 
P nc II BWjf • P nv( eff) 
where; BWc is the car)'ier loop bandwidth 
3.5.3 Effective Received SNR-Carrier Channel 
p ~(eff) SNRc(eff) II 
nc 
3.6 Upvoice Channel Effective Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
The voice channel effective SNR is obtained in a s1nrtlar manner 
to the carrier channel effective SNR (above) but using the voice channel 
predetection bandwidth. BWv' as 
SNRv(eff) = :rr · p rv~effl" Lm/vu 
v nv(eff) 
(41) 
3.7 Updata Channel Effective Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
BW1F P rv~' eff) • Lm/tm SNR ( ). 'KI"r- • ---,-.--.... ----'''''-........... -
u eff DWu nv(eff) (42) 
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3.8 Transponder Turnaround Modulation Indices 
The transponder turnaround modulation indices, a, B, A. t, are 
computed for every uplink SNR as satellite receive gain and effective radi-
ated power are varied. 
3.8.1 Transponder Turnaround Ranging Modulation Index 
. 1/2 
a • TRC· (, ~N;A' ). s1n •• Jo (mv)· Jo(mtm) IF 
where. TRC is the transponder ranging gain constant 
. 
SNRIF is the transponder IF bandwidth 
• is the uplink ranging modulation index 
mv is the upvoice modulation index 
mtm is the updata modulation index 
3.8.2 Transponder Turnaround Updata Modulation Index 
( 
SNR )1/2 
8 • 2· TRC· 1 + ~'R IF • cos;· Jo(mv) • J1 
3.8.3 Transpon~er Turnaround Upvoice Modulation Index 
(43) 
(mtm) (44) 
( 
SNR . )1/2 
A • 2· TRC· 1 + ~:R • cos •• Jl(mv). Jo (mtm) (45) IF 
3.8.4 Transponder Turnaround Thermal Modulation Index 
)
1/2 (2. BW ) 1/2 
t • TRC· {1 + lSNR • BA r 
, IF IF 
where; BW
r 
is the transponder video bandwidth 
BWIF is the transponder IF bandwidth 
3.9 DOwnlink Modulation losses 
(46) 
, 
• 
• 
The downlink, vehicle-to-MSFN via satellite, modulation losses are • 
calculated for each information service; .including carrier, voice, tele1etr,y, 
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and ranging. The calculations use the PM downlink modulation indices and 
the turnaround modulation indices. Two cases are a11("·'~d; 1) with voice 
on subcarrier, and 2) with voice at baseband (no ranging). 
3.9.1 Downlink Ranging Modulation loss 
222 222 
lm/pd = sin aeJo (mv) e Jo (mtm) e Jo (a)· Jo ().).Jo (1;) (47) 
3.9.2 Downlink Modulation Losses with Voice on Subcarrier 
3.9.2.1 Downlink Carrier Modulation loss 
3.9.2.2 Downlink Voice Modulation loss 
222 222 
lm/vd = 2 e cos aeJ1 (mv)eJo (mtm) e Jo (S) e Jo ().)eJo (I;) (49) 
• 3.9.2.3 Downlink Telemetry Modulation loss 
(1 
222 222 lm/td = 2ecos aeJo (mv)e J1 (mtm)e Jo (s)eJo ().)e Jo (d (50) 
3.9.3 Downlink Modulation losses with Voice at Baseba~ 
3.9.3.1 Downlink Carrier Modulation loss 
2 2 
lm/cd = cos (pemv) eJo (mtm) 
where; p is the rms-to-peak factor for voice 
3.9.3.2 Downlink Voice Modulation loss 
2 2 
lm/vd = sin (p e my) e Jo (mtm) 
3.9.3.3 Downlink Telemetry Modulation loss 
2. 2() lm/td = 2 • cos (p e my) e Jl mtm 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
• 3.10 Downlink Satellite Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
The downlink satellite received SNR is calculated in the same 
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( 
manner as was the uplink satellite SNR (refer to Paragraph 3.3.4). 
3.10.1 Total Received Power 
whera; Pt is vehicle transmit power 
2 
. ). 
4iT 
Gt is vehicle transmit antenna gain including losses 
Gr is satellite effective receive gain (includes satellite receive system losses) 
R is vehic1e-to-sate11ite range' 
). is wavelength of received carrier 
3.10.2 Received Carrier Power 
P cs = P rs • Lm/ cd 
3.10.3 Satellite Receiver Noise Power 
where; k 
A 
P = k· (A + B • P ). BWI F ns cs 
is Bo1tzman l 5 constant 
is satellite system noise temperature 
. B is satellite receiver AGC noise factor 
BWIF is satellite transponder IF bandwidth 
3.10.4 Satellite Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
Pcs SNRsat = p-ns 
NOTE: The satellite transmitted SNR is assumed equal 
to the satellite received SNR. 
3.11 MSFN Effective Downlink Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
3,11.1 MSFN Total Received Power 
L 
P tGtGr 
Pm= 2 • 4wR 
2 
). 
4w 
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wherei PtGt is the satellite effective radiated power 
G
r 
is the MSFN receive gain including losses 
R is the sate11ite-to-MSFN range 
A is the received carrier wavelength 
3.11.2 MSFN Total Effective Received Signal Power 
P 
P = P • -=--..,;;c~s-;:r-_ 
rm(eff) rm Pcs + Pns 
3.11.3 MSFN Received Carrier'Power 
P Cill = P rm· lm/cd 
3.11.4 MSFN Receiver Noise Power 
where; k 
A 
P = k. (A + B. P ). BW1 F nm cm 
is Bo1tzman's constant 
is MSFN system noise temperature 
B is MSFN rece~ver AGC noise factor 
BWIF is MSFN receiver IF bandwidth 
3.11.5 MSFN Total Effective Noise Power 
P 
P = P + ns P 
nm(eff) nm Pcs + Pns • rm 
3.11.6 MSFN Effective Received Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
P SNR = rm( eff) 
m P nm(eff) 
3.12 Downlink Carrier Channel Effective Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
SNRc(eff) P rm(eff) • lm/cd Pnm(eff) 
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(60) 
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(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
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- -- - - --
() 
3.13 Downlink Voice Channel Effective Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
BW1F Prm(eff)· lm/vd 
SNRv(eff) = BW • P 
v nm(eff) 
3.14 Downlink Telemetry Channel Effective Signal-to~Noise Ratio 
SNRt(eff) a :~IF • p rm~eff) • LmLbd 
t nm(eff) 
3.15 Downlink Ranging Channel Effective Signa1-to-Noise Ratio 
BW IF·' P rm( eff) • lm/pd 
SNRp( eff) = BWp· P nm( eff) 
. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE ERP AND ANTENNA GAIN USING SATCOM COMPUTER 
PROGRAM 
This section discusses the analyses p,erformed to determine the 
required satellite effective radiated power and effective receiver gain. 
Uplink and downlink computations were made for the six cases of Table 4 
using the parameters as described in Appendix A. The common parameters 
for all cases include: 
No. of Satellites 3 
Vehicle Altitude (orbiting) 60 n.m • 
• 
Range (MSFN a Satellite) 215320 n.m. 
Range (Satellite - Vehicle) 5621 n.m. 
Lunar Surface Overlap Angle 30 degrees 
Satellite Altitude 4500 n.m • 
Vehicle Elevation Angle to 
Lunar Surface Grazing Plane 5 degrees 
In each case a representative Apollo mode was used to determine 
the satellite antenna requirements. This paper reports the analysis of the 
effect of bandwidth and required SNR in this bandwidth on the satellite 
antenna requirements. 
Figure 36 through 47 present the results of the analysis as 
obtained using the computer program described by Reference 5-2. These 
plots are of required satellite effective radiated power versus IF band-
width signal-to-noise ratio for a family of satellite effective received 
gain curves. The receive gain curves are,in 5 dB increments increasing 
in gain from bottom to top of the graph. The bottom curve is labeled in 
db of gain and the horizontal line across the graph is the required IF 
SNR for that system (see Appendix A). Thus, any combination of effective 
receive gai~ and radiated power on or ~bove this horizontal line will 
produce positive IF margins in the terminal receiver (vehicle or MSFN) • 
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A pair of plots describe an uplink and downlink for each case. 
Figure 36 and l7 are the uplink and downlink plots respectively for 
the wideband Apollo using the high gain antennas,case No.1 of Table 4 
listed below. Each curve"in the receive'gainfaml1y has a flattening shape with 
increasing radiated power. This shows a constant upper limit in received SNR 
and is due to the satellite trans~itted ~NRbe1ng the upper limit obtainable 
in the vehicle (or MSFN) receiver. Also, increasing the satellite receive gain 
for a consta~t satellite effective radiated power will reach an upper limit of 
receive, gain, above which no increase in received SNRls obtainable. This is 
caused by the limiti~g of the terminal receiver noise. 
The results of this analYSis have been summarized in Section 2, 
Conclusions. Figures 30 and 31 a~e curves of the intersections of 
requi red SNR and the family of curves shown in Fi gures 36 through 47 • 
Table 4. Summary of Link Usage 
Case System Bandwidth Vehicle Antenna A~o 11 0 ~1ode 
1 Apollo Wideband High Gain 6.2 
2 Apollo Narrowband Omni 7.10 
3 Apollo Narrowband High Gain 7.4 
4 Modified Wideband High Gain 6.2 
5 Modified Narrowband Omni 7.10 
6 Modified Narrowband High Gain 7.4 
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APPENDIX A 
GROUND RULES FOR LUNAR COMMUNICATION 
SATELLITE TRADE-OFF STUDIES 
Emphasis on the tradeoff studies will be on lunar far side 
communications for a 1975 launch date. PHO will undertake a study of 
1ibration point satellite systems. TRW will undertake a study of 10w-
medium orbit satellite systems. Both PHO and TRW will apply the ground 
rules listed in this report to the following areas of concentration: 
1 • 
1) Communication Coverage 
2) Communication Link Margins (satellite ERP and antenna 
specifications) 
3) Station-Keep~ng 
4 ) Lifetime 
5) Deployment 
6) Listing of Advantages and Disadvantages 
GROUND RULES 
Communication Coverage 
The relay satellite shall communicate between an 85 foot MSFN 
gl"ound station and multiple lunar vicinity communicatior'l sys.tems located 
beyond 1ine-of-sight of the earth on either the lunar surface or in a 100 
nautical mile lunar orbit. 
2. Communication Link Margins (Satellite ERP and Antenna Specifications) 
The re1 ay satell ite ERP, antenna diameter, beamwidth, gain" and 
losses, for downlink (lunar vicinity-to-satellite-to-earth) communi,cations 
shall be calculated for both a narrowband system (via a lunar vicinity omni 
antenna or high gain antenna) and a wideband system (via a lunar vicinity 
high gain antenna). The same information for uplink (earth-to-satellite-
to-lunar-vicinity) communications shall be calculated only for a n~rrow­
band system. A frequency t!,anslation repeater is assumed to be the' basic 
relay devic~ Communication parameters to be used for both studies are 
the following: • 
A-l 
~~.~.- -- -'~~ -'~ -' .. - ~ .. ~- ~ --'-. - .. ~ --~ 
):It 
• • N 
~ ~ 
·"II.~,,111111 
TABLE A-l. UPLINK PARAMETERS 
APOLLO MODIFIED 
COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM SYSTEM 
-- ---~- .. ---, 
Parameter Omni Hi-Gain Omni Hi-Gain 
nd Station transmitting frequency TFRMS i 2.1 2.1 8.4 8.4 
nd Station transmitting power PTMSFN i 10 10 10 10 
I 
nd Station transmitting circuit loss TLMSFN j 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 i 
nd Station transmitting antenna gain GTMSFN 152.5 52.5 64.5 64.5 
l1fte receiver circuit loss I 3 -3 2 2 
11fte receiver system temp. (NF-3dB) ASAT 610 610 . 580 580 
11ite transmitter frequency TFUSAT I 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
r Vicinity receiver antenna gain GRVEH* I .. 3 23 -3 23 , 
r vicinity receiver circuit loss RlVEH I 3 5 2 3 
r vicinity receiver system temp. AVEH** 5685 5727 435 564 
r vicinity receiver SNR -6.8 -6.8 -6.8 -6.8 
r vicinity receiver margin 0 0 0 0 
nk IF noise BW (Satellite and Lunar receiver) 
SA & SWIFVE 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 
l __ _ 
----" ... -
• (Omn1 antenna gain includes 3 dB mu1tipath loss. 
** Receiver noise figure is 13 dB for the Apollo system; 4 dB for t;,e modified system. 
- -
Units 
I 
GHz 
Kw 
dB I 
dB 
dB 
oK 
i GHz I 
dB I 
dB 
oK 
dB I 
.. dB 
MHz 
-
>-I 
W 
• 
() 
",~",""1'''"' • 
...-.., 
• 
TABLE A-2. DOWNLINK PARAMETERS 
i" Apollo 
I CORm. 
NarrOwband .... --. Wideband J 
r- - - - •. - - - - Parameter 
Lunar Vicinity trans. freq. TFRVEH 
Lunar Vicinity trans. power PTVEH 
Lunar Vicinity trans. cir. loss TlVEH 
Lunar Vlc.inity trans. ant. gain GTVEH* 
Satellite receiver circuit loss 
Sat. Rec. System temp. (NRa 4dB) ASAT 
Satellite trans. frequency TFDSAT 
I Ground station rec. antenna gain GRMSF~ 
Ground station rec. cir. loss RLMSFN 
Ground station rec. system temp AMSFN**; 
Ground station receiver required SNR 
Ground station receiver margin 
t . 
I Downlink IF noise BW (Sat. and ground) : ! BWIFMS & BWIFSA 
System 
...... -
Omni ! Hi-Gain 
2.3 
12 
3 
-3 
3 
638 
2.3 
53 
0.5 
209 
-2.4 
o 
4.8 
2.3 
12 
5 
26 
3 
638 
2.3 
53 
0.5 
209 
J -2.4 
l 0 
4.8 
* Qnnf antenna ~ain includes 3 dB multipath loss 
Modified Apollo Modified 
Corrm. Comn. Corrm. 
System System System 
Omn; i Hi-Gain Hi-Gain 
2.3 
50 
2 
-3 
2 
615 
8.5 
64.5 
0.5 
207 
-2.4 
o 
4.8 
2.3 
50 
3 
26 
2 
615 
8.5 
64.5 
0.5 
2.3 
12 
5 
26 
3 
638 
2.3 
53 
0.5 
207 209 
-2.4 6.5 
o 0 
4.8 5.3 
2.3 
50 
3 
26 
2 
615 
8.5 
64.5 
0.5 
207 
6.5 
o 
5.3 
GHz 
watts 
dB 
dB 
dB 
OK 
GHz 
dB 
dB 
OK 
dB 
dB 
MHz 
** Receiver noise figure is 0.8 dB for the Apollo system; 0.7 dB for the modified system 
• 
( 
• 
(J 
• 
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY OF APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGY 
1. ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY 
1.1 Antenna Technology Summary 
The results of a survey of the current state-of-the-art in 
antenna technology for satellites are shown 1n Tables B-1 through B-S. 
Tables B-1. B-2. and B-4 list high ga1n antennas; while 
Table B-3 lists primarily antennas with gain~ less than 20 dB. Table 
B-5 contains infonmation on antennas for some past. present, and future 
NASA ccmmunications satellites. These tables do not contain any infor-
.. 
mation on the current Apollo antennas. 
Along the top.of each chart are listed brief descriptions of 
the information contained in the respective vertical columns. The 
infonmation contained in each horizontal row of the charts pertains to 
the antenna listed 1n the "Type of Antenna" column. The source of this 
information for Tables B-1 through B-4 is identified by consecutively 
numbered references appearing in the "Authors" c~lumn. The information 
source for Table B-5 is qiven at the bottom of the chart •. A complete list 
of references 1s given starting on Page B-19. 
. In cases where blocks of a chart are subdivided by thin 
horizontal lines. the entries'across a horizontal row within the same 
respective sets of horizontal lines are associ·ated. For example. for 
the retrodirective Van Atta array antenna in Reference 10. a 6 ft. by 
6 ft. array of 1000 elements has a gain of 34 dB at S-band. 
Spacecraft antennas with gains'up to 44' dB at S-band ~nd. up 
to 55 dB at X-band are shown. F.eference 14 discusses a cassegrainian 
telescope antenna for a 10.6 micron carbon-dioxide laser which is 
expected to have a gain Qf 98.5 dB. It should be noted that some of 
these entries are based on theoretical calculations for envisioned 
antennas which haven't actually been constr~cted. This is particularly 
true for the higher gain antennas. The maximum gain in the tables for 
. '. , 
an antenna which has been successfully flown is 27 dB for ·the one on 
the Surveyor spacecraft (References 8 and 29) •. The Apollo CSM high-
8-1 
gain antenna has a transmitting gain of 25.8 dB in the narrow-beam 
mode at S-band. 
By way of comparison, Reference 14 gives an empirical expression 
for maximum attainable gain for future spaceborne antennas: 
G • 1.95 x 10.9 fl.52 (B-1) 
where f is the transmitted carrier frequency in Hz. This gain limitation 
is imposed by difficulties in mechanical fabrication and alignment tol-
erances. Equation (B-1) gives gains of 49.7 dB at 1 GHz and 64.9 dB 
at 10 GHz. 
( 1.2 Parabolic Reflectors 
l 
• 
Three parabolic-reflector antennas (References 5, 6, and 24) 
which can be unfurled after ~he spacecraft has attained orbit are shown. 
Gains of 27 to 30 d9 at 2 GHz are achieved with diameters of 6 to 9 feet, 
beamwidths of a few degrees. and weights from 20 to 30 pounds (not 
including steering mechanisms). Gain increases with reflector size 
and operating frequency. Narrow-beam reflector antennas require precise 
spatial orientation and several beams simultaneously in different dir-
ections is·difficult to achieve. 
Korvin and Mills (Reference 27) have invented a feed for a 
parabolic reflector which is capable of acquiring and tracking a 
communications station that lies within 150 of the reflector axis. 
An additional station within an annulus of 50 to 150 of the reflector 
axis could be simultaneously tracked. This could be accomplished with 
four different frequencies (two for transmit and two for receive), The 
feed consists of an arrangement of 600 or more waveguide elements into 
~n annular array which is coplanar and concent~ic with a linear array 
of waveguide elements within the annUlUS. The plane of the feed is 
perpendicular to the reflector axis and the linear array is mechanically 
rotatable about the reflector axis. Normally four elements are excited 
for one beam pOSition. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
() 
• 
f 
I 
o 
1.3 Array Antennas 
Arrays of a large number of elements provide high antenna 
gains at the experse of weight and complex phasing networks for beam 
steering. However, precise spatial orientation of the array is not 
required. Increasing the frequency of operation allows a smaller phy-
sical size for the same gain. 
Array type antennas with gains ranging from 20 to 45 dB are 
discussed in References 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22, and 26. The Van Atta 
retrodirective array of Reference 10 uses 1000 elements arranged in a 
square to achieve a gain of 34 dB. The linear dimensions are 6 ft. at 
S-band and 2 ft. at X-band .. An increase of 10 dB in antenna gain requires 
10 times the number of elements. Typical weights of array antennas: 
170 lb. for 26.5 dB gai~ at 2.3 GHz (Reference 12); 175 lb. for 34 dB 
gain at 4 GHz (Reference 13); and 100 lbs. for 30 dB gain at 7.4 GHz 
(Reference 26). 
1.4 Despun Antennas 
Mechanically and electronically des pun antennas for spin 
stabilized spacecraft are discussed in References 1, 2, 3, 4, 22, and 
23. Gains of 16 to 21 dB with 200 beamwidths (generally earth coverage 
from orbit) and beam pointing accuracies of ±0.7° are typical. 
1.5 Antenna Pointing Systems 
Ball Brothers Research Corporation has developed a biaxial 
control and drive system (Reference 28) which is capable of positioning 
a spacecraft antenna with respect to the spacecraft to within ±0.3° 
in less than 10 seconds. Command from an external input is required. 
An autotrack mode provides for tracking a moving target to within ±0.2°. 
The unit weighs 22 lbs. and consumes 5 watts of power. The 9imba1 angular 
range is ±1000 for the primary axis and ±85° for the secondary axis. 
The ATS-F satellite, expected to be launched early in 1972, 
will test techniques for pointing a 30 ft. space-erectable antenna with 
an accuracy of ±O.l°. A study by Lockheed (Reference 26) concludes this 
is feasible. 
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22" X 22" 
Circuitry 
req'd) 
.081 QtzT Trans.it: Not gi Yen 
.301 GHzR 22" X 22" 
(excludes 
drcuttry 
rect'd) 
"'u,: 
34 " 
25 (II """ : dh reeei 20 l'j 
12.5 (II 4ft 
traftSllit 
I 
~ 
ARRAYS 
t IGlfT BEAM NUMBER or ~AHOWIOT No. or TYPE i DIMENSIONS 8E~ ELEMENTS ElEIOTS 
t 
i 400 plven 
I i 
• I 
Receive: 10 MHz Recehe: ~lh I I ~lven 16 discrete 16 (above) ReteAy': 
J I,U.S e~r Transm! t: Transmi t 
f 
~~lSlIred Continuously 16 ~ 1ftSili t scanned beall ill' each l'r- by USing (2-4X4 
.ISI/red 4 adjacent, .rrays) 
M!fqhted be. 
Cover.ge for to fonn 1 . i receive or c~05ite i t ransllit ff 11 s be.m. 
i cone whose subtendld 
t to&-l .ngle 15 50 
given TraMllft: 1 - Translllit 10 Ittz Tr.nSlli t He1fx 
13 (Steerlble) 16 (above) 
(.lSured) (4 X 4 
1 - Recehe Itrr.y) 
Receive: 
t2S ~fye coverage 1ft91e 
used 1 
~lb 
• lement 
~b »0 Coverage 4 flldepenct.1t 2 Inde- 2-SX8 
(2 R. 2T) pendent .,.r.,s 
I 125 IItz eII ..... ds 
" 
i.--- &8 
) . • rr,y 
I'---
I 
"'ide for lOOlttz 
t: 40 .rc lac:quts f tf on. lecen, .... !Penc'l for uto tr.ckfng 
i. 5 ftCz 
'-\ 
ANT. AtlT • DEPLOY 
BUILT LOWN ABLE 
yes no no 
yes 
(Bread 
no no 
board) 
. 
~es no no 8read 
bolrd) 
no 110 no 
no 110 no 
no no Ino 
110 110 110 
Table B- 2. High Gain Spacecraft 
Antennas 
COfKtliTS 
I 
Helix wound on pl.xlgla55 rOd with bored out center. Sidelobes 
13 dB down. VSWR, 1.1:1 for 6301 t 150 MHz. 
Array reteives incident signals from .rbitrary directions and 
after procesSing, the Signals are transmitted to other arbitrarily 
desired directions. Pflot trnes on uplink Signals identify tiIetI. 
For proper redirecting. need either pilot tones from receiving 
stitions or cOllll'.and Signals from ~Hnk stattons. Pilots lISed: 
6.310 GHz fl'Glll uplink station. 6.3 3 CiHz fnllll domlfnk (receivIng) 
st.tion. 
• Logic circuits used more thin 1000 tr.nsfstors. Desfgned for 
gr.yity gradient satellfte but probably could be ~dffied for 
spin st.bflfzed satellftes. . 
2 be .. forming matrices (1 - R. 1 - T). TWT amplifier. 23.0 d8w 
ERP. Power req'd • 67.2 watts. ",eluding loc.l osci 11ators and 
M. 
S.~ 4 ~! .rr., .s IboYe lISed for transmit; self-ph.sing by phase 
revers.l through lIixfn,. Info,..tion whfch w.s preyf OIlS ly recehoed 
fs reI.,... in direction of. recetved pilot sfgn.l. Pflot .4.159 IGHz. Sfdelobes 10 dB down on translllit. power req'd • 418.5 w.tts 
IeIl.c1udfng NT ampUfier and local oscf11ators. Dftlgned for 
gr.yity gr.dlent Sllentte but probably could be .odified for spfn 
itabfltzed 'ttelHtes. TWT ampliffer. H eleMmt .rr.y requfres • 
ph.se-.. tched IIOdules (N c~lete tranSlllitters .nd receivers). 
RP • 13.7" •• sured. + 0.75 dBw pr-.1dtcted • 
. 
Envistoned exteftSton of Ibo-. 4 A 4"tr.nsdirecUve- .rray to 1ft 
8 X 8 systell. 
CoIIponents .... rly .n proven. except for .. trf1. which shoul. be ~trat"'t 'orw.~. UP • 33 •• 
Enyfstoned extenlfon of .Mft 4 X 4 self-phlSfnt .rray to .,. 8U 
515.. ERr· 25.. bcept for ffn.l ref .. Ufters • 
c....,."ts close to lute-of·the-.rt. Authors eaped 2-3 years 
for r·f .. 1ffters to .... cll • sute requlroed .t 2 &Hz. 
EnvfsfonH laser c.-unlcat'on systellls expected to tie b,...dItoI,.. 
by 1972 lAd I¥.Uable for ;"teUlte co-unfc.tion USe b1 1975. 
The ATS·f (1972) .nd ATS-G (1973) l.ser c_tcattons •• perfllllftts 
.... '.,.ctecl to develop the h ..... ,.. for Vlese 51St... First 
515 tell requf rei ZOO watts. second IYI tell! requf ... s 75 w.tts. 
An e.rth-orfented latel1tte wit" so. .. ,.. of ItabfUuUon .... 
whfch perIItu polntt", the .. In .lIt ..... to -0.1· is l.ttsf.ctMJ for 
the exper1 .. nt. The course be ... potnU", IItchanfs •• , lie reqllired 
to lteer VIe laser .... e40 cIetrtes ff'Oll loc.' Mdt... Tile IS (II 
telecope llal • 0.'· ftelel of view. S's h •. Is aulotr.ct .nd ac_tst. 
U ... ti .. h IUCII lHI than 1 IIfnute. ' 
... -" 1-::- t \. I , • S-? JMtII 
,DECEDJNG PAGE BLANK NOT flLMfD. I 
-DATE COMPAr4V GAItt FREQ'JENCV s:n OF AUTHORS AFFIllATlOil TYPE OF ANTENNA OF iT -TRAN~IT) . ARTICLE , ANT. R·RECEI~E) . ~ . ...,~ 
Mar 1964 Andre. Sylvania Active retrod1rect1ve array 14 dB 2.1S GHz T !iJ ~:l;' : 1, I leonard (Meas. ) 2.00 GMz R sUte \; i I a 
Reference 15 \tlU 
-
July 1969 Rlnkin. M.I.T. Cl~~ter of 8 circularly polarized 10.7'0.6 X-b.nd-T 10' .A ". Devane, horns pointed radially outward dB (Mlu.) a S' h;' !:' 4;' ( . f\. t ~ Rosenthal every 45- lbout spin ax1s (i ncl ude$ Plch~e :~ ~.S ;'b 
. iwUchJ l .r.tenr~s Reference 16 
• 
Ctrcularly pollrtztd btcontcil 
horn 
4.4 dB X-blnd-R (Mels.) 
I , Omnidirectional longitudinally ldB VHF pollrfzed-by exicftin9 91P (MeIS.) Tel_try between IIttonicll horn • rest of 
structure. 
, 
Sept 1966 ICtng. Wong, Aerosplce Polyrod InteMI 12.4 dB 7.3 GHz 5.1- dil. Z.ttts Corp. cllcullted II'''X. II. 
.t ,"200 9.7· lcrs Reference 17 CirculiI' horn wi th spetta 1 lens 9.9 dB 6.4 GHz 4.SS" cst •• (Measo) .t 
.-t24 
Mar 1969 Tolc~ru Keto Unh, Double-she.th helices.l-.licy-__ ve 10-20 dB 9.6 GHz 5 ca. d1&. Japan .ntenna theoret- a 45 CIII Reference 18 1 - UniforllJ!.Hch tc.l lona Z - Tlpered pltcn Not glven 9.6 GHz HJ em dll. 
a 6S C8 
long '''\. 
Jln 1969 Nafr, Univ of Delhi See c .. nu. Gain. ilea_i4th 1l.6 to 9.4 GHz Srivlstav •• • CioYt. v,lues .re in E-pllne. First 20.5 dB Ha,,1har,n Vfctori. vllue is without grt1 1 Ind second 
College vllue ts wfth double 9rfll. Elch 15.8 to 7.5 GHz Reference 19 (IncU,) vllue represents .verlY: of 22.0 dB 
seYer. 1 horns. A 11 VI ues Ire 14.8 to 6.66 6Hz 
.. ~sured. 20.0 dB 
13.2 to 6.00 GHz 
18.9 dB 
C- • Two unifo,.. open slots cut into 18.94 $l-l't 1965 Im.r Technische 
Universttaet the .. tal He surflce of sphere dB 
Reference 20 aer1fn theoret-
ical 
\ 
fi 
BEAM hU"!8ER BAND· 
, WEIGHT bl MENS IONS OF WIDTH B[A.V.S 
J 
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'd All Redirects Redirects 120 Mhz 
! solid bellllfrom uverll 
sute -40· off (Tested 3 
lilts stawhln-
Ii eousll) ~ 
~ , 
Ire PICkage 58° x 28· 60 MHz £f lest-v elch horn 
iss ~.5 ) ( 
350 
f lonyltud-I Ill' 
l 135° l0:yUUd-
, 1M 
J 
t 
i· ."'24° a31 
P-
il. e··30· ·1.5S i 
I 
~ 3·,0 '''"s.) ~ 
i (,,"5.) 
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48° to la-
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! 39· to 17· 
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! ; Sse to Tr 
I sa- to 178 ~ , 
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~ 
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AARAYS ANT. AIlT[NNA 
NO. TYPE BUILT fLOWN 
ELEHENTS ELEMENTS 
i pllrs Dlpolel 
(printed Yel No 
circuit) 
Ves No 
.. 
, 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
No No 
Table B- 3. Low Gain Spacecraft 
Antenr&as 
DEPLOY· COMMENTS ABLE 
. 
No Tunnel diode ..,llflers Ind mixers Ultd. completell solid 
stltei power supplied bl 3 small drl c.~ISi receiving Ind 
trlnsMltting el ... nts orthogonal 11 polarized Ind inter-
meshed on common aperture surface. 
No For X-bind trans_It .ntenna: 
Horns energlz.d by slots. An 8 throw switch tut'ftl on horn 
_It curr.ntll pointing to elrth (op.r.tes on Info~tion 
from earth swnson); YSWR c 1.2S for f 0 -10 flU. 
No Purpose WlS to Ihlpe ."teRM bela (by proper choice of 
.perture 1IIP1itude .nd phiS. distributions) to enhance 
,.In .t line of sight .~1'1 to horizon (this Drovl~ 
No unlfo,.. earth cover.".) Prl.rl1, for .ttltude-slibl I_ s.tellite. (HIre .xt_ pin occun .t horizon .ngl.s). 
No 1: slelel.s .10 dB. 2: s-tdelollts ·ZOGB MI •• 
10 £lIptrt.ntalltudy. Pl.ced 2 conductl:! grUIs.(.tolTtc 
. 
rectangular strips) It apertures of [., ... sectarel ..... 
to IIIP""' .. In .nd """'dth 1ft [-'1.... Grnls ... ... li-
,tbl. effect .. M.,l ... r.dt.tion patterns. 
No 
, 
B-' 
e 
c 
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OAT[ 
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Aprfl 
1164 
DtceIMr I. 
AUTHORS 
"cltv. 
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IMIIII:., W.,... 26 I. 
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AfF'l LlA TlOt! 
' ...... n 
&odd.reI SFC • 
Radt.tton'S",. 
&oodye.r 
Convair 
lfldhted 
TYPE OF' MTENJCA 
line.r phlsed .rr.y of 16 cire1 
I, pol.rlzed wlwe9vfde el~nt. (part of • broadband di,ttll 
COIIIIMItClttO"S s)'St ... 
",nar retrodlrecttv • • rr., 
Cl,indr1c.l phised .".,: 64 
ctrcul.r lpertures (16 banlt. of 4 
.round clrc.-fHenCI "UI 12 cfr-
cular .~ on IICft end (,1 •• , .rray) 
[1eetronte.'1, dtspun pha.td 
• rr.,. 16 .,-a. pa,an.l to 
I,fn uts aM ptl'PINIfcu1., to 
nttllJ!: •• rt ............. N"" ctrcl. 't __ I ..... 
_ .. , ""til 
• 
GAIN 
OF 
ANT. 
17 d~ 
19 • 
tIlIor; 
17. 
.... 
FR£OU[NCY SIZE JT -TRANSMIT) 
" ~ECUVE) 
_ ..... 
• < ,-55 GHz 
4 GIll T S' X S' 
41Hz T 
~'t .• 1 __ • 12 rt,. pa,."e J2. 2.1 &lIZ It "dl •• 
reneetot' . _. 2.S &lIZ T 
20 rt, Uftf'url., •• fl.t,,, 
parillo lie reflector 
£leetrofttc."y phased array: 
.. taUte 1 ... wttfl "ect,..tc 
M"'I", of , ..... 
•• 7.4_ 
•• n..r • 
. 
, 
N[IGHT 8(AM 
DI"f.NSIOtlS 
J2 1. (,\, 
8£AM HUl48ER 
DIM£NSIOfCS 0' 
210 COIle 
8lMS 
s.w....l. 
,t.1tan-
... 1"n 
'ffftrent 
.trecUons 
1 
1 
I 
8Nd)· ARMYS 
WIDTH~-... --
16 
2.51 16 
....... 
lOt11l 
101 
111 
total 
fer 4 
.... 
,-
.... , 
Table B- 4. High Gain Spacecraft 
Antennas 
A.'CT '''H,.,,-, D(PlO,UU PACKAGII«; 
lUll FLO .. " 
.t flo 0' tcl. 
" .. 
ttM1£NTS 
tapa,'. of ,e.rch, .eaullttlon, .nd tr.ct operAtionsi 
trln.-tn.r powH' O'AtPllt 0' 10 W; ne.her not" f'"" ... of 10 d8; S:ln Inql. 0' f300; be .. IwitcM", 
tt .. 0' 'w,; .nt\~ electronlcl.i, 'c.""". 
llteortucal .'ectrontcally ,,_!pah'l. It'ltaMI; 
trln,.ftt.r power fl 33 ... 
""' ... "tItNI .. ,. 
OI! tJItorttfcal 
n'culaUonl. 
Prowtdel totll Iplltrtcll covtr'"i • ~tlCNtt "-; ... 
U'OIIOver ... ,1 • 1 ell; Sf .... : ·1. ",to -12 .. for 
'l .... r IrrA,.. -13 • for c,l. arr.,; swttcMI I lutler 
_tricH "'N, cfrcular', polartz. It9Mb; I"~ an 
ItaMl, ltlOWltts of pill,..,.. 
ActvIftCtd 5YIIt(M Ift\tMI 'Cn-' AU .1_tI ta a:f 
"'nn fn proper ....... HIISOf' .... ~ ,t ... , 
.... to ... tn ftITU .... "'fften to ert ........ 
... pofnU", tCCurICJ tI O.7';'t.l .... -10.. Total 
draU" ..... t .... wtIM '.6 1 •• "I • O.(lll cu. ft. 
frS. 'aUI ""cefwU,. Spta .. l.t .... 1"1 ..... 
0.4 e, 
AahMI tl drcvl.r ,. ..... 1 .. ' tJpe _tltt", ., • 
ft_ Cllthr ...... tIl outer nett_ (12 ~ rtdt.1 
..... , tftIt ..,.,1, ladta"", 11 100 II. Tttll 
l"Ift • I •• e ".,tcted, 
'or Saturn-v 1 ......... td.. An ,al ... IN tMoret'al, 
CrItical ..... coupU., of tIltl 1 ........... of el-'1 
....... Ibdy at ttllt ., artlcl.. ..... folded ., 
,tIdt., ......... 1 .... 1 •• 
AIlttnftl.....-t .. for AfS.4. ka', I.nt ... Mtell.te; 
Centaur lavnclttd. S~ CClftCI .... It tl 'lI,t.l. to 
potat ~ to to.1 w • .,. ",_ Mlftt .. "'t,U •• :::not COIaJt ........ wttlla rtdf ............ __ 
., .... rwf_ It"" .. ,,. tilt ....... trlftllltt .... 
•• ttrt ....... Ills .... ., lit •• ,.". ...... t ... 
....-c of .ttt ....... le. 
"'= ...... for A1'S-4 utelltte .......... , ,tetrt., 
of to 0.1 ..... ., electr'cal ..... , .. "I.; 
~ ... ,,1ot ,t ... l, ,... aatNl, MIa t;r:' .. ., 
..0 to til ......... """I,, ..... 1IIeut. sua 
.... fer 45 e uta _tIM2; HdI ,_ tn ...... rUN 'eas; - .ttl .t .... __ .. tN 
-- II to .tda ___ I. 
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DATE SATELLITE COMF'ANY TYPE Of ANTENM OF 
1 1965 Int.lstt I Hughes Co·lint.r slot .rr.y (tr.nsmi:) 
OInni (r.c.iv.) 
Int,'nt II Hughes E'.ctronic.", "spun MUltipl. 
• 'tMtnt IItcontc.' horn 
InttlS1t III TRW, In. Mechanically despun conteal bI .. 
S,lv.nt. 
e 
'.71-,.72 Inttb.t IV Hughes, All .lvctronfcall, .... "'" 
• 
'966 ATS·l (I) Hughes • .JIll E'fCt~nical1y ~.~pun, eolinerr 
...... , for recti .. ; phased .rr., 
for tr .... U 
April '.7 AlS-2 eA) Hughn, G.E., 
TIll, RCA, 
Horns for ~.cattons 
.... "tl1.nd 
11M ,.7 Ats-3 ee) HutMs Mechan.e.U' ...... U ..... 
per •• He 
.,.1_ lT5-4 (D) Hughes L .nn,,1, ... 'ar.nd ..... IftttnNs 
...". lTS-E T .. Of __ t". for .tUt. 
Mttr wave ....... t_t 
hrl,lm ..... " (1ftttnN) 
...,'Ubtta ...... ,..., 
r."I, 1173 
1174 
"""" 
SCATI 
f ....... 
or .... 
• t"I ... 
1166-1. JDCSS (Phne I» "'t1~ronl 
,.7.1.12 lAC SATCCII ............. 
ute 1171 
""
ltl
r::-" Sate' tie 
....... 
-c-tat .... Sete"t ............. -. 
,......" 1_ .... t ... t. 
CAIN rR£OU£NCY 
or fRoR£C[IY[) 
MTENNA T· TRANSMIT) 
9 dl 4.01,4.16 Gill 
4dB 6.3,6.3' Cilia 
.111 4.06-4.1' 'I'll 
'-6.4 CHa I 
17·1 •• 3.7-4.2 CHI T 
5.'-'.4 GHI I 
3.7·4.2 AHa T 
• 5 ..... 4 1Hz I 
14 dB GHal 
1Hz T 
8Hz • 
GHaT 
I •• GIItl 
4 GIll T 
SlUI 
GIll T 
to. 31.1 &HI • 
spees 15.3 GIla T 
..., 
.'1n .. "" 
Silt 
la" 
21· 
3D ft • 
10' • Z' 
e' 'O"t 
.. ~u, 
( 
\'~t" 
,a.a" 
.[1",,1 
=~ 111. 
in lD • 
~sa 1. 
(Sat.n· 
ttl 
775 'D. 
115 1 •• 
.50 ". 
., ". 
115 ". 
1500-
ZODO ... 
ltoo-
I. 1 •. 
100 , •• 
........ 
! 
\ 
SPAC(. BEAM IUII(R lAND- POWER SPACE-
CItNT Of VIDT" FIOM CAAn 
IlUGHT I£NtS SOlAll SIZE 
tnLS 
C5 II ZC- dfl. 
126 IItz IGq II 
131-
111 
435-
56511 
185 II 
t.fUII 
815 1 •• 185 II 
fatU.l 
Folded 
SIC 'fa. 
It " 
Fol .. 
SIC dfa. 
It " 
_" (Solar 
cens& 
"ttel'7) 
332 II 
CSN 
( .... -
tt0ftl1 
systal) 
zo IItz 
10 IIIz 
12 
" ell. 
Yes Yes' 
SUetess-
,,,I 
Yes 
SUccess-
ful 
Yes 
Success-
ful 
.. Ie 
Ie Ie 
110 Ie 
Ie Ie 
Yes 
110 .. 
Table B .. S. Past, Present and Future 
Communications Satellites 
COtKNTS 
6 Witt M; , witts EAP; bIG fNltpelldent ,,..~ 
trlftslltfon repelters. 
Four 6 Witt MS (.11 un operlte si_ItIMOllSI,). 
AnteMI Unenly pollrhtd for trlftSlllt (15 Witts UP). 
orthOCJOftlll, DOlnizH for nceiYe. 
("'ZZ.O Aw,tr.nspo!lderi 2 MS • 11 V udi 2 
fndependellt cMnnels; _WtnctlOft,)I ~ad "'bMI. 
to. IfttftIRI potllting accuncy (C --h c-.. 
wlldtf", to direct outputs tato spot or .. rtIl CON", 
__ • 24 Mas at 7.2 Witts. 
12 Witt Mas ".We Ell' of Il1f; has ... UIIIY ...,.. 
awteIIMS. 
Also' &liz receive and • &Hz tnasatt 
with Unearl, polarized ...... teMu 
IIln test tecMlques for polat, .. n SPKe ~Ie 
a"teRNS with ICQI'K, of ~.l~. ., phase ... 
$15-; data rela, ex,ert_u; spl. su. wt ,......trtc 
coorcHftlte sYStai IF lOSS • 10 e • .,erat ... ' with ., to 
4 statt_ ., tt. INri.",. 
Spl .. s!81Uzed witfl 0.1·, , aats stabllt_; ..... c-..riSOll 
s15_ for a"teIInI orlentaUOII; .... U .. with ., to 4 
suttons ., tt_ DIrt",; to ~tnte precfse potatt", 
,..Ired for lasers. 
Data tel., Sltellfte Sys~ 1lCA,r0p0se4 3' .. SIt .--. 
24dB gat" .t about 8 &liz; stabtltuU .. : loctltef : ,,.,... 
Sruit, Cradlent for ,.n & ,Sta uts lad ~__ .... 1 
for ,. aats coatrol. 
S""hro ... ,-",taU .. I trKlf~ tel., s,stal; win prey'. ~ for 2 or .... ""Ie es of CSM upactt,r. 
.lso 1_ .. t .. coUftHr ......, with .. t .. of 3 e .... we; 
'.~t. 
InlUa' Defense ':-kat .. Satel s,su.. 
ladf.les 2.S II. 
2 SHF horns; experhetal 1~ successf.1 so fit'. 
Also win left 7-8 fiIfz ~nlt,. 
AftbMI potntt .. of. to. ,. ,..fnd. 
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2. ~F TECHNOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
A brief summary of the state of the art in RF power gener-
ation and detection for frequencies in the S~band or greater is presented 
in this section. Extensive use was made of two l'ecent reports by Phil co-
Ford: "RF Hardware Study, One to Forty GHz", and "Advanced RF and 
Optical Hardware Study, One' to 300 GHz, 0.1 to 100~fI. (References 30, 
and 31). In addition, use was made of References 31 through 34. 
2.2 RF Transmitters 
2.2.1 Traveling-Wave Tubes 
Up to the pres~nt time traveling-wave tubes (TWT) have been. 
the primary elements for RF transmitters on spacecraft operating at 
S-band. Disadvantages of TWT's include the requirement of stable high 
voltages and limited life caused by cathode coating depletion . 
As noted in Table B-5, intelsat I and II used 6 watt TWT's; 
Intel sat III uses 2 TWT's at 11 watts each; and the ATS-3 eC) used 12 
watt TWT's to provide an output power of 15.8 watts,. operating at a 
transmitting carrier frequency of 4 GHz. In the current Apollo program, 
S-band TWT's provide transmitted powers of 12.5 watts for the CSM and 
19.2 watts for the LM. 
Two typical TWT's from Reference 30 which are currently 
available for use as RF transmitters for spacecraft are: 
1. Watkins-Johnson model 274-1 which operates in the 2 to 43Hz 
range produces 22 watts of output power with an input power 
of 75 watts. It has an RF bandwidth of 300 MHz, a gain of 
26 dB, and a weight of 1.10 lb. 
2. Varian model VTV-6l80Al which operates in the 8 to 12 GHz 
range produces 20 watts of output power with an input power 
of 290 watts. It has an RF bandwidth of 4 GHz, a gain of 35 dB, 
and a weight of 2.5 lb • 
8-15 
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In addition, References 32 and 33 mention 50 watt TWr's at S-band 
with dc-to-RF efficiencies of 37% and bandwidths of 50%. These are currently 
available for spacecraft. 
2.2.2 Transistor RF Power Sources 
Reference 31 gives mid 1969 capabilities and projected 1980 
capabilities for power transistors. Power output of 7 watts at 2.3 GHz 
is given for the mid 1969 capability. Practical power transistor sources 
that produce any reasonable amount of output power,above 3 GHz are not 
expected to become available until 1975. A 1980 projection of output 
power for power transistor sources is 17 watts at 2.3 GHz and 2 watts 
at 8.5 GHz. 
At S-band dc-to-RF efficiencies are presently about 35S for 
power transistors (Reference 32). Wide bandwidth if no problem to achieve 
. 
and can be as high as 80S of the operating frequency with proper circuit 
design (Reference 31). 
In order to produce higher output power, 5 to 10 watt power 
sources can be combined together in a series-parallel structure. With 
present solid-state technology, practical power levels exceeding 100 
watts at S-band are achievable with overall dc-to-RF efficiencies 
exceeding 30S (Reference 32). Furthermore, failure of a single unit 
in such a structure is not disastrous. 
By generating power at a lower frequency and then using. 
varactor diodes to ~ltiply the frequency, output power at a higher 
frequency is produced. !n the present Apollo system, this technique 
is used in the landing radar to produce X-band RF energy with power 
outputs less than one watt. A continuous wave source consisting of 
parallel power transistors feeding varactor diodes has' been breadboarded' 
. . 
using thin-film microstrip circuitry (Reference 34). This unit had an 
output power of 9.8 watts at 3.0 GHz, a 1 dB bandwidth of 6.7S, and 
a dc-to-RF efficiency from 9 to l4.SS over the band. Overall gain was 
12.2 dB and tot~. volume was 3 cubic inches. 
• 
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2.3 RF Receivers 
Table B-6 shows mid 1969 state of the art and 1980 projected 
noise figures for various types of millimeter-wave front ends. In 
addition. typical parameter values of currently available devices are 
given. Taken from References 31 and ~2. these data show that current 
state of the art noise figures range upward from about 2 dB for S-band 
and 2.5 dB for X-band.. By 1980. the projected figures are less than 
1 dB for both S and X band. These figures are for uncooled parametric 
amplifiers. If cooling paramps to 17°K i~ fea~ib1e, the lower 
figures shown in Table 8-6 are applicable as noted . 
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Table B-6. Receiver Front Ends 
• Noise Figures {dB} Typical 2-12 GHz Current Devices 
Type of Device at 2.3 GHz at 8.5 GHz I 
, 1980 f 1980 
, 
t-lld Mid Gain Bandwidth WeiQht IPower Req. 
1969 Proj. 1969 I Proj. (dB) (MHz) ( 1 b) ! (Wa tts ) 
I ! , 
Low Noise TWT I 3.9 2.5 5.1 , 3.5 20-25 > 90' o 2-18 1-25 
I I I I , i 
--- --- I I j f I Cooled Paramp (77oK)(a) 0.5 0.25 I 0.7 0.4 ' 10-20 : > 50 24-35 . 10-32 ! 
I : .. 
I I I i 
1 ! 
-,_ ........ _. __ ..... - ---~ .. __ ... " ... _, .-..... -.. 
Uncoo1ed Paramp I 1.9 I 0.65 2.6 0.9 10-20 . > 50 ! 4-15 I i : 10-32 , I ! I 
. 
0 
.. _._._._--+------- ... _._-
-.. --, 
I 
Transistor Amplif1er(b) I 1.9 
i 
I 
I 3.2 N/A ; 7.1 15-30 > 100 4 oz . 0.5 
_ .. _-
--- I , 
Tunnel Diode Amplifier 3.8 2.5 5.1 3.2 10-17 > 100 I < 1 lb 1.0 
(a) Assumes a Peltier or thermoelectric cooler, which weighs 20 lb., can cool the diode to 77u K. 
Gain, bandwidth, weight, and power required values are for klystron paramps. 20 lb. was assumed· 
for the cooler for the cooled paramp. 
(b) Values are for several stages of german1u~ transistors with an overall gain of 15 to 30 dB. 
• • • 
• 
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